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Mary Ann Szporluk and I.R. Titunik

UKRAINIAN BAROQUE POETRY AND DRAMA
IN TRANSLATION

Kyfjlo Trank\nlion-Stavrovec kyj (? -1646)

A SONG SUITABLE FOR THE FEASTS OF LORDS*

O sudden Death,

Thou catchest me ere I my breath.

Woe’s me, a mighty wealthy lord.

Thou’ St snatched away my precious hoard.

And hid for aye in dark what once my eyes adored.

Where now my castles, their costly fortifications.

My palaces, their fine and splendid decorations?

My gold-laden coffers?

My gold-bridled horses?

Where my shining finery embroidered with gold thread?

My lynx and sable furs, my splendid silks and satins red?

O Death, thy coming snatched all this away

And from my eyes ’tis hid in dark for aye.

My gardens where?

My vineyards fair?

These by thy feet, O Death, downtrodden be

And snatched from me for aye most suddenly

*The original is written in non-isosyllabic lines rhymed generally in couplets but with

occasional runs of three or more consecutive rhymes. The rhymes are often inexact, which the

translation mirrors. The poem is part of Trankvilion-Stavrovec’kyj’s cycle of prose and verse

pieces published under the title Perlo mnohocennoe/The Pearl of Great Price 1. The text is

reproduced in Ukrains'ka Poezija (kinec XVI—pocatok XVII st.), ed. V.P. Kolosova and V.I.

Krekoten’ (Kiev, 1978), 316-18. Translation by I.R. Titunik.
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By underlings of thine

and enemies of mine.

My treasuries are spoiled and stripped,

My costly tapestries to shreds are ripped.

O Death, thou surly art and full of spite.

My misery alone is thy delight.

Thou dost me suddenly of all undo

And midst the stinking coprses lay’st me out to stew.

My friends who whiff my body’s stench

Stand far from me and noses clench.

But yesterday my house held lavish cheer.

Musicians plinging,

singers gaily singing.

From brass trumpets blares out ringing.

Dancers hopping, skipping, springing.

Goblets filled with wine and swilled and spilled.

My tables covered o’er with choicest meat.

My company all guests and friends from the elite.

But now all cheerful, goodly things have gone.

Glory and wealth have fled into oblivion.

Now only what is evil doth me dote upon.

Fear, anguish, groans

and tearful moans.

Death, thou full of spite and surly art.

Stingy of ear and hard of heart.

Solicitous alone to cause us smart.

Thou’st struck me down still young and quick

And played on me a double trick:

My well-loved friends, they weep for me;

Mine enemies, they leap with glee.

Servants but yesterday flocked to my call.

Today I have not one to be with me at all.

They stand aside

and noses hide.

My retinue, who now me so abhor

And just a stinking carcass take me for.

One final duty only do me owe:

Into the dark box me to bestow

And upon me heavy earth to throw

That vicious worms may quickly fatter grow.
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O Death, of thee how dread the contemplation,

At which my soul is now in fear and trepidation.

Thy sword thou’st bared ’gainst one and all

And with it mighty giants caused to fall

Beneath thy feet and trampled them withal.

The famous of this age hast thou displaced

And hid in dark without a trace.

Where now the men who lovers are of leisure?

Men who love rich pleasure,

men who lust for treasure?

All hast thou trapped in death’s grim net

And in dark doom away hast set.

Where now tyrants worthy of blame

And where princes of the world’s good fame.

Who sport with high flying birds

And sometimes with ground-dwelling beasts?

Death hath them to the tomb translated.

Their joy and glory confiscated.

Where now the vainglorious warriors.

The innocents’ iniquitous worriers?

And where the hetmans fearsome and imperious?

From Death’s swift sword they took the wound

And now inert in dark they lie entombed

And by the vicious worms are soon consumed.

O surly, fearsome Death, thou tak’st the crowns from

emperor and king

And to the grave dost them bareheaded bring.

Thou in this world much mischief makest

And with sage philosophers amusement takest:

Within their heads, where shining wisdom once did stay and

had held sway.

There now remains but an hiatus of decay.

And thanks to thee, ’tis filled with worm array.

O Death, through thy advent so fearful

And my time so grievous and tearful.

Thou bindest in silence the honeyed tongue of eloquence

And bringest forth before the audience.

Like a dumb scarecrow, some fellow

Famous as orator and well learned in word lore.

And many a jokester’s unclosed mouth hast thou put to rot.
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With rotten teeth left where lips now are not.

Thou makest fat bodies verminous,

Not with perfume anointest but vapors malodorous;

Handsomeness thou tumest all hideous.

O Death, such is thy power over us.

Thou rich men from their riches hast riven

And all the famous of our age into thy dark dungeon driven.

The mighty of this world thou hast cast beneath thy feet

And made the vicious worms to be their winding sheet.

O Death, hideous and pitiless, thou art like a maddened mower

Who ravages under foot a most marvelous flower.

Nor for youth nor for beauty know’st thou misericord

And not a one of such persons hast thou pity toward.

O death, who dost not eyes bend and ears dost not lend.

Thou settest not aside persons of high station;

Thou turn’ St a deaf ear to our lamentation.

O Death, such is thy natural detestation.

Thou nor heed’st nor see’st any person’s supplication.

All equally dost thou take

and into the dark grave rake

And food for vermin make.

O Death wrathful,

thy power is dreadful.
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Stefan Javors'kxj (1658-1722)

from EMBLEMMATA ET SYMBOLA*

Emblemma I

My mortal body wound in shroud of murk and night,

no straight way could I gaze upon the Triune Light.

But as in mirror peering, beyond unending space,

I oped the eye of Faith and saw my Maker’s face.’

But now, behold. Death hath demolisht all that mirror

and giveth me the hope to see my God the clearer.

II

A blessing Death bestows on me, not strife,

by sundering my union brief with life;

For Death not me but chains round me doth tear

that held me down in dungeon of despair.

Thus, that Death giveth me which I willed well,

that I might be released in Christ to dwell.

Ill

My house of flesh, which Death’s resistless thrust

doth tumble down, was made of wretched dust.

But Heaven holds our other domicile;

that home is, this—a refuge for a while.

And so I feel about this downfall no distress:

my Father’s house once reached. I’ll need no refuges.

*Translation of the first six emblems which constitute a self-contained unit having the

dedicatee as speaker. The entire cycle memorializes the death of Varlaam Jasyns’kyj

(1627-1707) and consists of eight emblem and eleven symbol poems in six-line stanzas of

thirteen-syllable rhymed couplets. It has been speculated that the first six emblems were meant

to serve as Jasyns’kyj’s epitaph. The entire text is reproduced in I.P. Eremin, “K voprosu o

stixotvorenijax Feofana Prokopovica,” Trudy Otdela drevnerusskoj literatury, VI, 1960,

507-10. Translation by I.R. Titunik.
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IV

Well knowing where all laid up treasures ought to lie,^

my spirit ever soared to dwelling place on high.

There rests my precious pearl, and there our gold is held,

there, too, eternally is where my heart hath dwelled.

How vain that Death my fleshly house doth cave in,

when safe and sound remains my home in Heaven.

V

My fam’ly blazonry’s adorning sign, the Moon,^

my mind inscribed in me as lay I in Death’s swoon;

For earth will cover me when in the earth I’m laid

and there, as doth the moon’s, so my light, too, will fade.

But up above where Triune Sun its light eternal

doth shine, I shall emblazoned be with Sun supernal.

VI

Of Jacob have I heard who laid on stone his head"*

and, dreaming, saw a ladder that up to Heaven led.

Fain to follow Jacob, asleep in Death’s repose,

I tomb of Virgin Mother to be my pillow chose.^

I see thee, Jacob’s ladder, thou lead’st us unto God!

O guide me. Holy Mary, on high to His abode.
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Notes

' Reference to 1 Corinthians 13:12.

^ Reference to Matthew 6: 1 9-2 1

.

A moon appears in the Jasyns’kyj family coat of arms. Heraldic poetry, ex-

tremely popular in the seventeenth and early eighteenth century, is of course

emblematic poetry par excellence.

Reference to Genesis 28:10-17.

^ Jasyns’kyj was buried in the chapel dedicated to the Blessed Virgin Mother

of God in the Kiev Crypt Monastery.
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Stefan Javors’kyj (1658-1722)

Two versions of a poem based on the ikos “Radujsja, certoze

bezsemennago unevescenija”/“Hail, Chamber of the Nuptial without

Seed.”*

a)

Thy chamber, Holy Mary, I see
—

’tis wondrous fair.

Lord God our human flesh upon Himself took there.

How dare I unto Thee approach, who am all gloom,

as doth make manifest my foul and stained costume?

Shed light, I pray, on me whom darkness hath dismayed:

a shadow I, but Thou art all in Sun arrayed.

b)

O Virgin Mother of God, Thou art in Sun arrayed;

how dare I unto Thee approach, who am all shade?

Thou Beauty art, I—filth, in Thee is no spot found,

whilst I in the deep slough of foulnesses am drowned.

Thou Grace art, meanness—I; Thou—Paradise, I—hell;

the Holy Spirit in thine every part doth dwell.

Whilst I’m the devil’s man, crammed full of devil’s spite.

No mingling, then, can be betwixt me, murk. Thee, Light.

* Both poems are in thirteen-syllable rhymed couplets. The first appeared, with the author

identified as Javors’kyj, in Lavrentij Horka’s Idea Artis Poeseos (manuscript of the first

decade of the eighteenth century). The second (variant) was included by Feofan Prokopovyc in

an appendix to his De Arte Poetica, prefaced by a statement that these were verses “in which

a certain most eminent and learned man, held in high esteem by our college, ... in so very

reverent a manner addresses the Blessed Virgin” (Feofan Prokopovyc, Socinenija, ed. I.P.

Eremin [Moscow, 1961], 262). That the expression “most eminent and learned man” refers to

Javors’kyj is a fact long ago established by N.I. Petrov (see below) and reconfirmed more

recently by Ryszard Luzny (see his
“

‘Poetika’ Feofana Prokopovica i teorija poezii v

Kievo-Mogiljanskoj akademii (Pervaja polovina XVIII veka),” Rol' i znacenie literatury XVllI

veka r istorii russkoj kul'tury [Moscow-Leningrad, 1966], 51, and “Stefan Jaworski—poeta

nieznany,” Slavia Orientalis, no. 4, XVI, 1967, 376). Both poems are printed in N.I. Petrov,

“O slovesnyx naukax i literatumyx zanjatijax v Kievskoj Akademii ot nacala ee do

preobrazovanija v 1819 g.,” Trudy Kievskoj Duxovnoj Akademii, I, 1867, 86, from which the

texts for translation were taken. Translation by I.R. Titunik.
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Feofan Prokopovyc (1681-1736)

AN EPITAPH FOR THE RECENTLY DECEASED
DEACON ADAM*

Thou laughed, O Adam, over worldly vanity

(Thyself its folly having known to some degree).

How some men after empty honours hotly lust.

Whence they so sick at heart become they bite the dust;

Or someone spends his days and nights, and never sleeps.

Scheming how he might feast his eyes on golden heaps;

Or there are those who kiss the high and mighty’s feet

And reckon naught too lowly or too indiscreet.

These things thou mocked. Now called to Heaven’s

heights from Earth,

Thou mock’ St our fuss and fume with even greater mirth.

While we shed bitter tears for thee, all woebegone

That death so soon, so swiftly thee descended on.

This, too, becomes a target for thy comic jeers

And we who mourn for thee give over shedding tears.

*A translation of Feofan ’s Slavic version, in thirteen-syllable rhymed couplets, of his original

poem in Latin elegiac couplets. Both texts are reproduced in Feofan Prokopovic, Socinenija,

ed. I.P. Eremin (Moscow-Leningrad, 1961), 220 (Slavic) and 486 (Latin). Translation by I.R.

Titunik.
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Dmytro Rostovs’ kyj [Daniil Tuptalo] (1651-1709)

RACHEL’S LAMENT*

Shall I force my tongue to speak, or utter no reply

When I hear you question me, from where and who am I?

Lamentation hinders me from speaking forth my tale;

Often sobs well up in me and cause my words to fail.

Yet I cannot be silent; my heart is seized with pain

And my soul full wounded is, great grief it does sustain.

How can a fire be hidden that rages in the breast?

How can I conceal the pain of spirit so distressed?

From out my soul’s affliction, my spirit’s voice proclaims

The grief alive within it, and “Woe, o Woe!” exclaims.

Thus do I announce to all who fix their gaze on me.

Desiring to be apprised of what this is they see:

I am Rachel’s mournful wail, I am her sad lament.

And truly many sorrows to Rachel’s heart were sent.

My people, do you not know this Rachel I speak of?

Once she lived together with her husband named Jacob;

She was the wife of Jacob, a saintly man and fair.

Who once saw in the heavens a vision of a stair

On which the feet of angels were climbing up and down.

And to the sleeping Jacob many secrets were made known.

He was husband of that wife of whom the prophet said:

“A voice was heard in Ramah, loud tears did Rachel shed

For her beloved children, children dearly cherished.

Who at the hands of evil, pitiless men perished.

Thenceforth Rachel would refuse to be consoled again

Having seen the dreadful sight of all her children slain.”

But may not someone gainsay: “Few fruits did Rachel bear;

For long her womb was barren, then two sons did appear:

Joseph, a youth most handsome, and Benjamin, her last;

After Rachel bore these two, her time on earth had passed.

Yet her sons lived a long while; her children both were sound.

They multiplied their people, and both great tribes did found:

*Scene 10 of Rostovs'kyj’s Rozdestvenskaja Drama (Nativity Play). The text was translated

from Russkaja dramaturgija poslednej cetverti XVII i nacala XVIII v., Moscow, 1972, ed.

O.A. Derzhavina et al. The scene is written in 13-syllable and 11 -syllable line couplets.

Translated by Mary Ann Szporluk.
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Over whom, then, I wonder, grieves this mother forlorn?

Over whom does she sorrow? What infant does she mourn?”

Whoever thus has spoken knows not the secrets great

Of God; he has not perceived the vast abysm of fate.

Let that mystery be known that many do not know:

What took place in Jacob’s home in that time long ago.

Rachel, who yet was childless, had long in spirit grieved.

For no fruit by her husband had she ever conceived.

Then God remembered Rachel, her barrenness, her prayer;

Hearing her warm entreaty, a child He let her bear.

And with this gift He gave her out of His great mercy

The spirit of a prophet—prophetic would she be

Fully able to foresee what the future would bring

And to know what would befall each one of her offspring:

Her children and their children to the very last age;

Their fortunes and misfortunes, their freedom and bondage.

Thus as Rachel was about to bring forth her first son.

E’en before she gave to suck that tiny new-born one.

She saw visions in her sleep in the night as she lay:

All that Joseph would endure her visions did portray.

She saw his brothers sell him into captivity.

He was bound and led away; a slave he was, unfree;

Rachel heard his sobs and wails; to her he wept in pain.

He cried “Rachel, o Rachel,” imploring her again,

“Rachel, o mother mine, why have you forsaken me?

Mother, from these evil hands your first-born child set free!”

Rachel often saw this sight in the midst of a dream.

She would awake in horror; in darkness she would scream

And clasp the child to her breast; often she held him so.

While the tears from her eyes like a river would flow.

And again when she conceived Benjamin, her second.

Before he was delivered, she could see far beyond;

What his future was she knew when he was in her womb.

And her prophetic visions made known all that would come:

She saw all that would befall the tribe of Benjamin

—

Its trials and tribulations, the downfall of his kin:

Some by foreign tribes were scattered, some by their own dispersed.

But none were spared destruction; his stock was most accursed.

And in its full unfolding this prophetess beheld

The feuding that was to be, and the folk cruelly felled:



From the bright face of the earth the tribe of Benjamin

Would be tom and uprooted by his very own kin,

And this in retribution for a sinful, cruel deed

Which even now to recall is most loathsome indeed.

This mother also foresaw a second evil hour

When the sword of Assyria would utterly devour

The last part of Benjamin, and her eye fell upon

Those not slain, now chained as slaves, sent off to Babylon.

Rachel, having seen this sight with her prophetic eye.

Then sobbed forth sobs most bitter, and doubly did she cry:

First for those of hers now slain, and then for those enslaved

Children, her most beloved, who never would be saved.

Yet for none of these children did Rachel lament more

Than in that evil hour of pain and dire dolour

When she beheld the sharp sword unsheathed in such hurry

To murder all Bethlehem’s small children in fury.

Those kin who fought in battle their foes’ offenses braved.

And others hoped for freedom, though now they were enslaved;

But these innocent infants wrapped up in swaddling clothes.

How could they defend themselves against these

murderous foes?

The sight of this dread vision moved Rachel’s tears to flow.

And from her bitter weeping no comfort did she know

Even till the hour of death. But when, as she still cried.

She gave birth to Benjamin and soon thereafter died.

Her venerable body was buried in a grave

Which to the site then hallowed the name of Rachel gave.

And later in this same place was Bethlehem laid down

Which from the tomb of Rachel was known as Rachel’s town.

And when murder most savage in Bethlehem was done.

Again the lamentation of Rachel was begun:

For although deprived of life in the tomb she rested.

Nonetheless to Rachel’s soul all was manifested.

Thus, for that which was to be, just as she once had cried

When she was alive, so now she sobs, though she has died;

Most bitterly still she sobs for what shall come to be.

Just as the evangelist wrote down for men to see:

“A voice is heard in Ramah; most woeful come its moans

From the town of Bethelehem, whose dirge it now intones.

Rachel’s weeping voice is heard, and with more pain it sounds
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Than did her first lament, in grief it so abounds.

For then the cry of mourning from one lone throat was bom,

And from a single pair of eyes tears issued forth forlorn;

But now for every infant, for each whose blood is shed,

A mother’s voice is howling in mourning for her dead.”

Of this plaint I am the voice; its herald everywhere.

From the time when Rachel lived till now its pain I bear.

Tidings to all who hear me I bring most piteous

Of mere babes cruelly slaughtered the death most hideous.

Let him who to compassion can render up his heart

Commiserate with Rachel at least in some small part,

With Rachel’s suffering heart let his heart sympathize.

Let Rachel’s endless weeping bring warm tears to his eyes.

For Herod, that cruel tyrant, despiser of all good.

The very embodiment ’mong men of Satanhood,

Thinking he would thus be rid of the newly born king.

Marked all of the innocent infants for slaughtering.

Troops of soldiers he dispatched, well-armed as though for war.

As though they were to battle a foreign conqueror.

O, most renowned tormentor, to my words now listen:

As you have these gentle youths assaulted by your men.

Have they gathered warriors to fight against your reign?

Are they raising regiments that threaten your domain;

These infants whom you tear away from their mothers’ breast?

And cruelly these innocents your swords now put to rest.

When I contemplate these things with my spiritual eye.

In mournful words I address my heart with heavy sigh:

“O heart, o my heart, you are harder than stone.

Why hold back your tears, in rivers they would run;

Why, in your sorrow, are your tears yet unfelt

like wax that does not melt?

Behold how piteous and grievous these times be!

The wails of mothers din deep inside of me.

Mothers for children raising tearful dirge,

in village and burg.

Dear babes are soaking in the blood that has bled.

Mothers are drowning in the bitter tears shed;

While ignoble troops strike the children dead

sans pity or dread.

Most furious beasts seize babes from mothers’ hands.
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Tear them from sweet breasts, as Herod them commands;

All are sacrified, these lambs quite innocent

whose bodies now are rent.

All Bethlehem land with ghastly look’s imbrued,

Stained by crimson streams of sinless infants’ blood;

In fields and streets a sea of blood does flow,

O, misery; O, woe!

Full fourteen thousand it behooved them to kill.

And yet of such blood they have not had their fill.

Nor yet have they quenched that beastly man’s fell thirst,

Herod, the accursed.

Innocence cries out to Heaven with loud pleas,

Herod, you shall sate your thirst in brimstone seas;

So it will be when to Hell you make descent

to eternal torment.

I weep and shall weep with no end to my grief.

The pain in my heart shall never know relief;

Against foul Herod I’ll cry imprecations

unto all generations.”

(Song: “A voice is heard in Ramah . . .
”)
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Lavrentyj Horka (1671-1737)

JOSEPH THE PATRIARCH*

Joseph the Patriarch,

Who through his betrayal, bondage, servitude, and the honour of the

royal throne prefigured Christ, the Son of God, who was betrayed,

who suffered and was resurrected with gloij, is presented in the

magnificent Kievan Academy for the sight of the Christian-loving

people of the Russian Empire by its noble Imperial Russian sons in a

performance called a tragicomedy by the poets, on the 25th day of

May in the year 1708 on the Tuesday after Pentecost.

ACT 1, SCENE I

In Egypt a friend of Joseph' s rejoices, for Joseph, though he was

once on the point of death and then sold by his brothers into slavery, had

not perished; he announces that Joseph lives well in the house of the

nobleman Potiphar and is in full charge of all Potiphar’s wealth.

O, that blessing such as this, which we have now received

Would dwell with us forever, for without hope we grieved

Till this day brought news of him; O, that such grace would stay!

I could want nothing better than what I have this day.

That my beloved Joseph, my friend, beauteous to see.

Sold unto certain death, is alive, from death is free!

A joy which knows no measure is nurtured in my breast.

It fills my heart and my mind; this joy I manifest.

And so my soul makes merry, and my heart is as light

As if something I had lost reappeared in my sight.

Join me now, o chosen friends, in my glad rejoicing:

For lo! Joseph, who was sold, is found among the living!

Leap for joy, o ye mountains! O high hills hereabout.

From your depths release rivers, let your sweet streams rush out!

Land of Canaan, celebrate this day for ever more.

* Translated from the text in Nikolaj Tikhonravov, Dramaticheskija Proizvedenija 1672-1725,

vol. 2, St. Petersburg, 1874. A number of scenes have been omitted in the translation. The

synopses of the omitted scenes appear in the source. Most of Joseph is written in couplet

rhyme in 13-syllable lines. Other meters and rhyme schemes are used in the choruses. The

translation is faithful to the original form. Translated by Mary Ann Szporluk.
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Because your fruit has blossomed upon a distant shore.

Jacob, though your older years are troubled with great woes,

And filled with bitter weeping, dress now in unrent clothes;

For lo! today God wishes to wipe the tears you shed

From off your eyes and give you jubilant tears instead.

Fratricidal envy will presently appear:

Shown by God, who dwells on high, and sees all that is here.

Even the blood-soaked garments will be revealed most plain.

Though the blood was not Joseph’s but a goat’s which was slain.

For lo, unto slavery was your son sold away.

Though his kin had conspired to murder him that day;

Yet in Potiphar’s house now he is the very lord.

Living with nobility and having great reward.

Over all his master’s wealth is he given command.

And rightly does he rule and oversee his land.

Each of you be joyful, then, who have lived in truth’s ways.

And chosen the path of light over dark all your days.

For behold, from death God saved an innocent young man.

And did not let his brothers fulfill their evil plan!

Be filled with joy then, Reuben, for what has been fulfilled

Is what you so desired: your brother was not killed.

But lives and dwells in Egypt, and lacks for nothing there;

Neither in want nor in woe has Joseph had to share.

You cried aloud when Joseph was not found in the pit.

Today among foreigners in favour does he sit.

“The lad is gone,” you shouted, “without me he will die!”

“And I, where shall I go now? In agony I cry.”

Judah, you spoke also then: “Do not kill our brother.

But sell him into bondage; would that in another

Land he die; for he is ours, our own blood and our flesh.”

And behold, like a lily does he blossom so fresh.

He blooms among the thistles; his spirit does not fade;

In glory most splendid is Joseph now arrayed.

Therefore I do make merry, and joyfully I play.

Because I see my Joseph, who is alive this day.

Jacob, if you are able to see what is ahead.

What glad tidings you will have of the son you thought dead.

Wherefore the light of your eyes was extinguished before.

Now it is kindled again, his light now shines once more;

It shines throughout all Egypt, proclaiming to all men
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That in Potiphar’s house our Joseph lives again.

ACT 1, SCENE II

Envy

The spirit offratricidal envy, which incited the brothers to slay

Joseph, having heard from Joseph’ s friend that Joseph is alive, rages and

curses Joseph and his brothers, as well as Potiphar and that day on which

Joseph was not murdered; and it wants Joseph to die by any means.

Alas! Alas! O woe is me! O woe so dolorous!

O madness! I am tortured by grief most furious!

0 sorrow! What do I hear? What madness do you sound?

What nonsense? What joy is this you weave your words around?

What kind of joy? Speak out now! Utter your words so bold!

Joseph, the despised, still lives? Repeat what you have told.

And where is he? Does he still make his way on this earth?

Joseph’ s friend.

He lives in Potiphar’s house, and all his master’s worth

Joseph has full charge of; his is a life most fair.

Envy.

No, no! Your words are false: in no way and nowhere

Can he be alive. Why, then, do you idly chatter?

1 do not believe you, idiot! Of this matter

You know nothing. I did incite the brothers to kill

Him in fury, but you say he keeps on living still?

This I cannot bear to hear. Today he is alive?

O, cursed be that time when Joseph did survive.

When he was spared from dying! O, most deceitful hour.

When death that wretched Joseph did not foully devour!

He did escape for a while, did escape from my clutch.

That perfidious dreamer, but I’ll not abide such

News, not abide it at all. I will not let him be.

But hasten to slaughter him presently, presently.

Against him I shall raise the nethermost depths of hell.

With poison most fatal I’ll make many hearts swell.

All of Satan’s forces to my bidding I shall call.
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They will swiftly scurry forth and bring about his fall.

O, idiotic brothers, no murder did you dare!

You have no minds! No reason at all! For you did spare

The enemy, your brother. And if this enemy

Remains alive, then what we dreamt will come to be:

When he sits upon the throne you needs must tribute pay.

It would have been better had he not been sold away

Unto slavery; if in the desert you did slay

Him, but now you’ll have to toil every moment of the day.

Woe to you! For you will have to minister unto

Your younger brother as unto a lord, to him who

Should have had to serve you; his rule you now will know.

Alas! What great misfortune! O woe to you! O woe!

O dearly beloved hell! Even your dominion

So powerful—alack!—will certain be undone

And made most shameful if this single youth so mighty

Conquers you and proves hell helpless for eternity.

This youth does not desire joy, nor pleasure does he crave.

He does not honour common gods, nor is he power’s slave.

He scorns the sacred customs of Egypt and all those

Gods who are beloved to you he hurries to oppose.

How stupid this Potiphar! O, let him be cursed, who

Does not coerce Joseph in every way to do

His will: indolently, he troubles not to direct

Him to good fortune: what’s more, he shows him great respect.

0 woe to my very self, because this deceitful

Dreamer is alive! Most detestable and shameful

Is that hour when from my clutches he did slip away!

1 shall seek bitter torments for him day after day.

ACT 1, SCENE III

The Power of Hell comes from hell with devils to help Envy and to

contemplate various deaths for Joseph; finally, in compliance with the

wishes of Envy, she desires to put Joseph' s body and soul to dishonourable

death.

The Power of Hell.

Do not be so troubled! Do not be afraid! For all
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Our hope has not yet perished, nor is our strength made small.

We shall destroy him certain, destroy him, we do vow;

Such do we ourselves desire. His death is ready now.

And it will be most sudden; for soon he needs must die.

As in our power his life and bitter end do lie.

But let us now beforehand take counsel on which end

Will be the cruellest one for him.

Envy.

Make ready to send

The strongest legions of death; against him they shall be

Fully unleashed that we may kill him most speedily

And lead him down to hell.

The Power of Hell.

I shall this day prepare them.

And I offer you my praise for your fine stratagem.

But now let us select a doom for him which will be

Most strong. Shall we cleave his abominable body

With a sword, or drown him alive in the deepest sea?

Envy.

Yea, but in neither of these ways do I wish to see

Him die: for even good men time and again are cleft.

And to the waves of the sea many men have been left.

The Power of Hell.

Shall we give him fatal drops, as to an enemy.

That make his insides tear apart, or rather shall we
Impale his severed head upon a stake? In the heat

Of fire bum him alive, or all his bones with hammers beat?

Envy.

I desire for him a dire demise.

The Power of Hell.

In that event

With a knife into small pieces he can cleanly be rent;

Or shall horses tear apart his limbs? Or else with saws

Shall we obliterate him, or feed him to the jaws
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Of beasts while he still lives?

Envy.

Such deaths are most savage,

But none will suffice, and none of them my passion will assuage:

For even if he does die, his name and all his fame

The world will honour, and holy and true will proclaim

Him; I want his very soul!—his soul! his body, too;

And his honourable name I will kill through and through.

The Power of Hell.

All will be well, very well, if we can damn his soul.

We have need of nothing more, for from the very hole

Of hell to aid us now I will charge an enemy

Who is most strong—the body; how to snare men quickly

It knows well, it has much power: and in the hearts of rich

Wives it can ignite great lust for him, passion from which

A young man can not escape: for it is inherent

In youth to be well disposed to worldly enjoyment.

ACT 1, SCENE IV

The protection of God disperses the hellish throngs and foretells of

Joseph; now he will sujfer many temptations, fetters, woes, and prison, hut

will come to he seated on the throne of Pharaoh.

(scene omitted)

Chorus.

The chorus shows the inconstancy of this world; how men are exalted

and thrown down, persecuted, envied, and killed; it sings of Joseph’

s

misfortunes, persecutions, and sorrows, those which he suffered from his

brothers at home, and those while in bondage to envy.



CHORUS, OR SONG

O man so favoured, open your eyes and see

How the world proceeds in its inconstancy.

First it lifts you high and seats you on a throne;

But in a short while to fate’s hands you are thrown.

Not long does the world let you live without woe.

But quickly it wants to entrap you and sow

Hatred about you, let jealousy ensue.

And the instruments of death prepare for you.

No outcry or wail can avert the world’s way;

From every tribe it needs must take its prey.

Thus tribulation remains man’s constant lot.

Mother and father are parted from their tot;

The poor are seated with princes in renown.

And lo! on this mom the world will cast you down!

For so does it want you to live in misery.

And chooses a death for you accordingly.

This deceitful world suffered Joseph not

To live in glory; his brothers it sought

and urged them to slay

their brother that day

Or sell him away into slavery.

Many men wanted to strike Joseph down.

Yet with a noble he lives in renown.

He lives in great might

and shines with the light

Of his faith to all mankind’s sight.

(a different tune)

They neither did succeed

Nor had the might indeed ... to slay;

For God’s right hand did give

Joseph the power to live . . . that day.

And when dishonourable death a second time he’ll meet

In prison he will be.
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Where great woe he will see . . . again;

Then hatred he will smash

And the nets of death slash . . . certain.

For madly then will perish all the powers of deceit.

ACT 2, SCENE I

A lady, the wife of Potiphar, seduced by the demon offlesh, is

possessed by an indecent desire.

Most high and almighty Gods, who have the power to let

(The demon offlesh wounds the lady’ s heart with an arrow’.)

Men spend their lives in pleasure, or misfortune beget

For them; why have you left me, wherefore abandoned me
To a life of bitter tears and great adversity?

(Potiphar s wife cries.)

I have suffered many wounds from one sorrow alone.

Yet to evil torment’s hands by another I am thrown.

My friend has gone far away; does he live? I know not.

And I who have a husband, in widowhood do rot.

0 would it not be better with no man to abide

In this world than to live now with my desires denied?

Neither the sleep I long for, nor the depths of the night

Free me from my mad sorrow. O, painful is my plight!

Most cruel is this wild passion which bums inside of me.

Stabs my womb, and in my heart blazes rampantly

Like a raging fire. Today no sacrifice I’ll make

To any of the Gods; nor in any work partake;

For my wish is but to die when I behold the one

1 love. I’ll follow his steps; full of fire will I run.

What are you doing, vile one? Are you so insolent

To flee? O, my wretched life! O perilous moment!

How ill-fated is the time! For who will bring relief

To my burning body in this hour so full of grief?
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ACT 2, SCENE II

Conscience appears

Conscience

O, lady of noble birth and most excellent bride!

Listen to my urgent words; hear them and set aside

Your unprofitable grief. Pay heed to my advice.

As I understand full well how idle hopes entice

You now, how you are so bound, yet, know these hopes are vain;

And what you so desire now, you never will obtain.

Cast them quickly from your heart; whoever so defies

Evil at its birth, who even casts out fears, ties

The mighty enemy in bonds most powerful; but he

Who is subject to passion, his own can never be.

He is not healthy, nor glad, nor will he long endure

In life. Oft he will succumb, I know, to an impure

Incurable love; without shame he will be and dry;

And one day his very soul he will give up. So I

Say to you full honestly; forbear from suffering

Such depravities from love; as this love is a thing

Most evil. And do you think that it can be concealed?

There never is a secret which cannot be revealed.

For certainly you know how men use their tongues for ill;

They are arrows bearing death, they are swords meant to kill.

Therefore I entreat you: uproot your passion, then;

That you do not fall prey to the tongues of other men.

Lady.

All these things you speak about I understand full well;

What you say is very true, yet I cannot compel

My heart to cease its burning; believe me, that my heart

Only scorns the good advice you would to me impart.

I fear that to a worse deed fury does impel me:

As when on a stormy sea, a ship most heavily

Laden down with goods is rocked by waves around it—vain

To offer then advice, nor efforts are of gain:

All lose heart in their alarm, while the vessel with a roar
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Breaks apart and sinks to the very bottom with its store

Of wealth; for there was no one able to restrain it.

Such is our own suffering. Therefore without profit

Now is the advice you give; for once it bursts in flame,

Love is not so easily extinguished as you claim.

Conscience.

It is hard for the powerful to curb their desires.

They rest themselves, not labouring, and nothing requires

Them to tame their lust. They eat and drink to satiety

And the more thereto when they enjoy authority

And strength and power. Men such as these do always bum
Beyond any measure; yet all the more do they yearn

Wantonly to flaunt their rule: for he who can do much

Also desires to do that which he cannot. And such

A man obeys no one; he lives according to his will;

He falls into a wild rage and flies about until

He is brought down. Poor homes do not enjoy such license:

There is neither freedom there, nor pleasures so immense.

Therefore think what it befits noble ladies to do.

And deign to keep your lord in consideration, too.

Lady.

My husband is my lord, and he loves me very much.

He will want to forgive me, I think, and keep dark such

A deed.

Conscience.

All his love will be changed to mad anger though;

As soon as he discovers this, no mercy will he show.

Nor will he forgive you then.

Lady.

O, do not trouble me.

Conscience.

I trouble you not; from shame and dishonour I free

You for the sake of love.
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Lady.

Wherefore dishonour and shame

When the heart wishes such?

Conscience.

It is great shame.

Lady.

I do not think it so.

All the same

Conscience.

Know it as such; for extreme

Love does also make deep anger; and your friend does seem

Most hard.

Lady.

He is a strong man, but lions are not known

To kill each other, nor do leopards attack their own.

Conscience.

But your father will beat you.

Lady.

My father did nurture

Me on sweet things from childhood, he’ll not want to injure

His very own child.

Conscience.

Your mother will kill you.

Lady.

For her

Own very child every mother is ready to suffer

Wounds. And if she is ready her very soul to lay

Down for her daughter, why, then, would she desire to slay?

Conscience.

But you know not well the one to whom you will succumb.
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Lady.

Wherefore not well?

Conscience.

He is steadfast.

Lady.

This steadfast man.

Love will overcome

Conscience.

He will flee you.

Lady.

Though he run away

To a land beyond the sea, I will pursue and some day

Conquer him.

Conscience.

The more I beseech you, then, my lady:

If you remember youth, when all knew you to be

An honourable young girl; if there is little shame

To taint you now; and if you would escape from the blame

Of many mouths; if an illustrious stock, honour.

And fame you do not wish to see consumed away, or

Cast off from the world: then do I beg you not to let

This impure fire burn on still; for in your hands is yet

The power to vanquish this passion of yours so vain;

And if you conquer it, you’ll be worthy to attain

Immortal happiness. If my advice, however.

You disdain, in a short time you will die forever.

Lady.

I die? What do you mean? What are you saying, foolish

Creature? That I shall perish? I say you will perish!

At my hands you will die. How dare she speak against me
With such strong words! O, she herself has now come to see

My authority. Servants, come and quickly take her!

Cast her into prison now; bind her hands together!

“I am,” she says, “your Conscience; and I will teach you
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All the virtuous deeds you are duty bound to do.”

What virtuous deed is that, which would make me beat my
Very self, or cause my needy flesh to further die?

Such deeds as these I do not need; Conscience I’ll defeat.

All advice I will refuse, for I want what is sweet.

ACT 2, SCENE III

Deceit praises the lady for not having obeyed her conscience and

promises to help the lady and to seduce Joseph; on which account to her

own servant she praises her clever power and goes to catch the holy man.

(scene omitted)

ACT 2, SCENE IV

Workers, who are going to the village, wait for Joseph, their

overseer; he gives them a steward, and on his orders they leave to do their

work. Joseph, who wants to depart for another place, prays to God.

(scene omitted)

ACT 2, SCENE V

Deceit, having found Joseph, who is still praying, begins to seduce

him with false words, praising his management, works, his high ability,

and his physical beauty; and strives to bend him to the lady’s desire; but

Joseph chases deceit away, and tearfully prays that he not be overcome by

her temptation.

(scene omitted)
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ACT 2, SCENE VI

Deceit informs the lady that Joseph did not heed her advice, and that

having chased away deceit, he became firm and unpliahle; she says that it

is easier to do unseemly things in this world than to seduce Joseph: for

Joseph, having chased away deceit, fell to his knees, and prayed to God
that God keep him from the sin which was at hand.

(scene omitted, followed by a Chorus)

A chorus of young boys sings of Joseph’s courage; for though he was

often tempted, he was not seduced; and they reveal Joseph to be the image

of Christ, the Son of God, who was tempted in the desert by the devil; the

chorus goes on to say that Joseph, who is praying, signifies Christ as He
prayed in the garden.

(omitted)

ACT 3, SCENE I

A seer discloses the secret of what the shameless wife of Potiphar

dared to do; that is, how she tempted him often and in many different

ways, that still she did not seduce Joseph to her will, and that finally she

fell shamelessly upon Joseph and he fought her shamelessness; how he left

his garment and fledfrom her hands, and how the lady, having kept this

garment of Joseph’ s, wants to slander the innocent Joseph before Potiphar.

(scene omitted)

ACT 3, SCENE II

Potiphar’ s wife is furious that Joseph did not obey her desire, and

she slanders Joseph unjustly before Potiphar, who has just returned from a

trip; for proof of her false slander she shows the garment of Joseph.

(scene omitted)
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ACT 3, SCENE III

Potiphar reasonlessly believes the false words of his wife, quickly

orders that Joseph he found, and becomes enraged at the innocent man.

(scene omitted)

ACT 3, SCENE IV

Joseph, who was innocently slandered, stands before Potiphar, and

on Potiphar’ s order is hound, fettered, beaten, and thrown into prison; in

the meantime Potiphar rages because of Joseph and feels pain in his heart.

(scene omitted, followed by a Chorus)

Chorus.

The virtues mourn for Joseph, who was innocently thrown into

prison, and they explain that Joseph, tied, beaten, and fettered, is the

image of the sujfering Christ; he who was thrown into prison prefigures

Christ, who descended into the lowest parts of the earth.

(omitted)

ACT 4, SCENE I

King Pharaoh, having seen a terrible vision in his dream, and most

troubled by it, narrates this same vision to his princes and boyars, and

announces that he has ordered his page to seek astrologers from the city in

order that this dream might he interpreted to all.

(scene omitted)

ACT 4, SCENE II

The astrologers arrive and interpret the Pharaoh’ s dream to

everyone, but they are not able to interpret it decisively
,
for which reason

they are sent forth to their homes.
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(scene omitted)

ACT 4, SCENE III

Pharaoh orders princes from all over Egypt to gather astrologers to

interpret his dream from all the Egyptian lands; whoever interprets it is

promised many honours.

(scene omitted)

ACT 4, SCENE IV

Enmity, fearing that Joseph might interpret the Pharaoh's dream, has

conceived a new wile to secure eternal death for Joseph: before Potiphar

he accuses Joseph of having bragged (while he was departing) that he

would destroy Potiphar and all his house; he advises Potiphar to kill

Joseph once and for all.

(scene omitted)

ACT 4, SCENE V

Potiphar, who has listened to enmity s advice, rushes to kill Joseph,

and after he has already ordered him brought forth from prison to be

tortured, suddenly, as a servant from the king delivers Pharaoh' s order to

attend to the necessary business then occurring, Potiphar leaves Joseph,

who is still alive, and departs to attend the king; having returned, however,

once more he wants to put Joseph to death.

(scene omitted, followed by a Chorus)

Chorus.

Arabian youths appear, dancing in triumph, for they trouble and

torment with sorrow and sadness in many ways not only the rich and the

poor, but the mightiest kings in daytime and at night, in dreams and while

awake.
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Arabian youths (sing and dance)

THE DANCE

Glory gorgeous to behold,

Royal robe of purest gold.

Floods upon us woes.

Gives us no repose.

When it holds in hand.

Taking full command.

Multitudes in thrall.

Both the great and small.

Dream of fancy not acquired

Does not give the sleep desired.

Much does it perplex.

And most greatly vex.

Wealthy men and meek.

Powerful and weak.

Troubling them at night.

Filling days with spite.

ACT 5, SCENE I

The king asks the senators whether they have found a man to

interpret the dream, hut there was no one to he found in all the Egyptian

lands, wherefore Pharaoh becomes all the more troubled and promises to

empower doubly the one who interprets the dream.

(scene omitted)

ACT 5, SCENE II

The chief butler informs the king that when he was in prison,

sentenced to death, he had a terrible dream, which Joseph interpreted for

him at that time, and what he interpreted soon came to pass. Pharaoh
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orders that Joseph he brought to him quickly; however, Potiphar wants to

hinder the matter, yet his attempt is in vain.

(scene omitted)

ACT 5, SCENE III

Senator 4 (asks the Chief Butler).

Is this one Joseph?

Chief Butler.

This one: to him the dream disclose.

Pharaoh.

Take away these chains from him, and bring him better clothes

To wear. Joseph, we have heard of your ability

To understand a dream and to interpret any

Vision in a dream. Interpret now for us if you

Are able to.

Joseph.

Only God on high who can look through

All future time and years, for He is powerful.

Is able, if He wishes, to give so plentiful

A gift to his own servants, and thereby to unveil

All secrets that are not known; for without God we fail.

Else it is not possible to interpret to men
Those secrets which can save them.

Senator.

Hear what he did dream then.

The Pharaoh thought that he stood by a river; and out

Of it came seven cows of good appearance; full stout

Were they in body, and so well fed that seldom were

They taken out to pasture. After this another

Seven cows came forth; and these were thin in form and build.

They walked beside the first cows, and right away they killed
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Those cows, they tore apart their limbs; the thin cows ate

All seven of the fat cows; and though they so did sate

Themselves, the sated cows ate on, because they were so gaunt.

So very thin were they, that still more food did these cows want.

From his sleep the Pharaoh woke, then dozed again until

He fell asleep and had a second dream which did fill

Him with fright: he saw how seven ears sprung from one stem;

These ears were full and plump, seven more ears after them

Sprouted up; the east wind these withered ears had blasted;

And these ate up the first ears; yet their hunger lasted.

This dream we told to many, but none of those neither

In all Assyria nor in Lydia either

Could interpret it to us; thus do we agonize.

For we do not comprehend what the dream signifies.

Therefore deign by that grace which your God to you does show

To take away this sorrow from the heart of Pharaoh

And explain to us clearly what lies behind this sight

So very strange.

Joseph.

It means that days most good and bright

Approach, but also days of raging death and sorrow:

There will be seven years of plenty when fruits will grow.

And there will be abundance of all sorts. This is what

The seven fatted cows and ears do signify. But

Seven years will follow these, when famine will be seen;

When upon the earth there will be neither grass, nor green.

Nor bread, nor any oxen for the next seven years:

Therefore the thin cows ate the fat cows. And the dry ears

Reveal the same interpretation: for lo!

They swallowed up the plump ears and were not sated. So

The seven years of plenty will pass by. and each one

On the earth will fast forget his former plenty. None

Will know earthly abundance because the plague will last

For seven years; nor will any comforts be amassed

To feed the hungry nation. And this will come to be

Most certainly. Therefore, God has given us to see

The same interpretation in the two dreams of the ears

And cows. And truly there is nothing more which appears

In either of these dreams that I can reveal to you.
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Therefore, today, great Pharaoh, deign to take from your true

Servant this advice: select a man wise and discreet

And set him over the land. Let him collect the wheat

And all the harvest from the seven years of plenty

Of which this is the first year, and from both the mighty

And the rich let him gather all the food, all the wheat

And grain, and let there be saved enough for all to eat

In those seven years of ill when famine on the land will fall.

So that the kingdom of Egypt may not perish at all.

Pharaoh.

What do you think, my princes: does he counsel us well?

Senator 1.

No one will interpret better.

Senator 4.

There does not dwell

In all of Egypt so wise a man.

Senator 5.

I say there is no person who is more perfect than

Joseph in all the world in these times in which we dwell.

Who secrets of the future is full able to tell.

As it is not possible through reasoning to know

These things which God openly to his servant does show.

Pharaoh.

And know that my heart also is most comforted now;

For I sense in my spirit a joyfulness somehow

Most wondrous, because of all that Joseph has made known:

I feel as though the heaviest weight has just been thrown

Off my head. So gladdened am I by his most fit

Interpretation of these dreams and by his wit.
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ACT 5, SCENE IV

For his great wisdom Pharaoh orders that Joseph he clothed in the

royal garments; placing a chain of gold around Joseph' s neck, Pharaoh

makes him the second king of all Egypt and gives him full power over all

his kingdom. Having witnessed this, Potiphar, out offear, exits in secret.

Pharaoh.

Inasmuch as God has shown all this knowledge to you,

There is no man wiser or more discreet than you. New
Glory are you worthy of therefore; you shall collect

The fruit of all the harvest, and now I do elect

You to head all my people: moreover, you alone

Shall be first in my kingdom; as second, then, to none

Save Pharaoh shall you be praised by all men with the same

Regard which they pay to me; and only by my claim

Upon the throne shall I be thought more great than you. Bring

Me the royal vestments. Princes! Clothe him like a king.

Step forward, Joseph. This very day I do embrace

You as the second king of Egypt, and therefore place

My entire kingdom under your rule. Then let no man
In all of Egypt dare do any other thing than

That which is your wish. And never in my land

Without your love or your consent shall I lift up my hand.

Henceforth the name “Saviour of the World” shall you embrace;

Inasmuch as you have spread throughout the world the grace

Of heaven: for verily a secret you did tell

Which all of Egypt did not know; and the world as well

Knew nothing of this secret, which, had we not been told.

We would have had to perish from famine uncontrolled.

ACT 5, SCENE V

Potiphar, having seen that Joseph, whom he had strongly chained in

iron and wanted to kill, now has been made the second king, grows afraid

and is greatly troubled; he tells his wife that Joseph une.xpectedly has

become Lord of all Egypt. His wife discloses her wicked cunning to him, by

which Joseph innocently suffered on her account, and they vow to ask

forgiveness from Joseph.
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Potiphar.

Alas! we now are done for! O woe! A grievous fate

Draws near!

Wife.

My lord! This cannot be!

Potiphar.

So great

A sorrow looms ahead that if it chance upon us

We will most surely perish.

Wife.

Cruel?

What kind of sorrow thus

Potiphar.

Do you not know, then, what today has come to be

In Egypt?

Wife.

I do not.

Potiphar.

To us is bom jeopardy.

Wife.

What jeopardy?

Potiphar.

Joseph, our slave, is made lord today

Of us and of all Egypt, and lo! all men do pay

Him honour equal to the Pharaoh; he is seated

In full glory and as a king by all is greeted.

As to the throne of Pharaoh is he raised. I from fear

Went secretly from there, lest we be ordered here

To perish together with our children or be

Sent away to exile.
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Wife.

Have no fear.

Potiphar.

Do you not see

The danger herein; these woes do you not comprehend?

Wife.

I will reveal the whole truth to you. I did intend

With many wiles to tempt our Joseph to my distraught

Passion, he did scorn me though; and from that time I sought

To revenge myself on him, as he was not seduced.

And if he suffered torments, it was I who unloosed

Them by my injustice, for he was most innocent

Of such abomination; it was my indecent

Mind that did invent all this.

Potiphar.

O, I am undone now!

Why were you so bold, you foolish woman? He will vow

To kill us surely for our guilt.

Wife.

Fear not. For I know

That he is most good-hearted; I expect he will show

His forgiveness to us. As it was because of me
That he gained his present fame: for after all if he

Had not been slandered by me, he’d not have had to sit

In jail. Then Pharaoh would not know of him. Therefore it

Was I who brought this glory to him.

Potiphar.

Do you speak? He will kill us.

Wherefore in vain

Wife.

He will not. I remain

Certain in my heart he will forgive us all; thus

Let us go to him.
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Potiphar.

Would that he forgave us! Let us

Go and fall before his feet.

ACT 5, SCENE VI

All the virtues and all the choirs with music and songs and the entire

royal assembly accompany Joseph to the royal throne. The princes rejoice

for the one seated on the throne and kneel before him as their lord.

Potiphar and his wife arrive and confess their sin before all present; they

wish to receive forgiveness and most humbly bow before Joseph, as if the li-

king and ruler.

CHOIR, OR VIRTUES

Fall to your knees, o noble men, before your newest lord.

Who in magnificent glory governs with one accord:

Revere and magnify him; let all your praises flow;

To the saviour of all nations your full devotion show.

Senator 1

.

Be filled with joy, our sovereign, so glorified today.

All the peoples of the nation to you their homage pay!

Senator 3.

Celebrate in all of Egypt, a land plentiful now.

Where to be destroyed by famine the Lord does not allow!

Senator 5.

O new and most wise sovereign, we magnify your name.

All cast down their eyes most humbly before your mighty fame!

Senator 7.

Let all nations their praises to the holy Joseph sing.

For through him will be glorified the palace of the king!
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Senator 9.

O sovereign most judicious, we rejoice for your sake!

Who are most worthy this command unto your hands to take.

Senator 11.

All the princes and the people today in you delight.

And your enemies in legion will bow before your might.

(Potiphar and his wife how down before Joseph)

Potiphar.

We have sinned against you, sovereign! Forgive us for

This madness! And grant us absolution, we implore

You, for our sin. Forget all of our trespasses now.

And may we be worthy of your great goodness. Bestow

Upon us your bountiful grace. For we did harass

You most improperly, and all that has come to pass

Was done in foolishness. The sin is ours alone; you

Are all truth and innocence. Give pardon to us who

Sinned against you so. Compassionate lord, all forgive

Us from your heart, we beg you; and do not be vindictive

Towards us for our folly.

Joseph.

God alone Almighty

Decided this; I recognize in what befell me
The acts of God as well. But you need not be afraid

Of any evil at all, for this matter will fade

From my memory without a trace for evermore.

Never will I want to take revenge on you therefore.

The Chorus together, and Epilogue

Announces that Joseph, delivered from his chains in prison and

honoured with the throne of Pharaoh, is the prefigurement of Christ, who
rose from the dead, and is crowned with glory and honour for the suffering

of death, and most high in all the heavens on the throne of God is seated.

A fearful secret does God to us disclose
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When in Joseph’s life Christ’s image he foreshows;

A most wondrous boy, a youth full blessed indeed.

From prison and chains miraculously freed

To take the throne; as a king in glory grand

Did he proceed and over all in the land

Had sovereignty. To him all princes paid

Their loyal tribute, and enemies obeyed

Him, bowing their heads, when out of shame and fear

They came, and Joseph as their king did revere.

Like the risen Christ is this image we see;

He who will raise up to heaven our body.

He who is seated on the right hand of God,

And honoured with glory divine and great laud.

To him in full awe victorious song sings

The angelic choir of most peaceful beings

With the hosts of saints, as on God it bestows

Great adoration and much reverence shows.

And now we ask our Christ, the king of glory.

To crown the heads of those who hear this story.



Oleh S. Ilnytzkyj

THE COSSACK AND PEASANT ETHOS IN CONELICT;
REFLECTIONS ON XIEA PEBYTE BOJIM, HK HCJIA

nOBHI?

Lack of unity is one of the more common criticisms levelled against

Panas Mymy’s and Ivan Bilyk’s Khiba revut voly .... Oleksander Biletsky once

compared it to “a building with many added wings and superstructures erected

at different times and without a strict plan.”' Referring to Myrny’s Poviia
,
he

argued that this later work had “none of the digressions that undermined the

composition of Khiba revut voly Mykola Syvachenko, a close student of

the novel, likewise contended that “the inclusion... of such a large number of

life’s phenomena, events, and people from different epochs could not but leave

a mark... on its composition.”^ And Mykola Hlobenko, writing in Ukraine: A
Concise Encyclopaedia, echoed these sentiments: “extensive independent ex-

cursions... [deprive the novel] of compositional unity.”'*

The question of unity is, in essence, a dispute over the novel’s second

part. Critics almost universally agree that within the novel proper, i.e., Chip-

ka’s story, this section plays little more than a tangential role. One can note

that it posed numerous problems for the authors themselves. During the novel’s

editing and rewriting, this “cursed part,” to cite the words of Ivan Bilyk, was
nearly eliminated, for it seemed “superfluous” and “destructive of the whole.”

The authors, nonetheless, finally retained it on the grounds that “without [this]

setting, [this] decoration,” Chipka’s drama “would have no meaning...

More than any other critic, Mykola Syvachenko has tried to vindicate

this much maligned part by arguing that its historical perspective more than

compensates for the structural imbalance it creates. He has at the same time

emphasized that “the authors took great pains to avoid making this just an

alien, bare retrospective, an artificial Vorgeschichte Part Two, in his opin-

ion, not only bolsters the “general idea” of the novel by portraying social

conditions during serfdom, but also provides meaningful genealogies for the

main characters. Myrny’s biographer, Vitalii Cherkasky, while conceding that

the “connections” between Part Two and the rest of the novel “could have been

better... more tightly fused,” Justified its inclusion on “sociological” grounds.

According to him, the purpose of this section was to unmask the landed

nobility and depict the demoralizing influence of the tsarist army.^

There is, in summary, a consensus on two things about Khiba revut

voly...: (a) in terms of compositional structure. Part Two is not an asset to the

novel and (b) despite this fact, it remains important to the work’s overall

meaning. As far as the last point is concerned, it must be said that the

justifications and vindications offered on its behalf admit for Part Two only an
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ancillary role in the novel. Critics adduce that its basic function is to elaborate,

to “widen the social horizons.”* If this is indeed true, then it can hardly explain

why the authors considered the second part central to the novel’s meaning.

This article proposes an alternate explanation for the retention of the

“cursed part.” It suggests that rather than merely providing historical breadth

to Khiba revut voly . .
. , Part Two is, in fact, the thematic key to the work. This

part lays bare, so to speak, the fundamental structural opposition (i.e. , dichoto-

my) governing the novel, and serves as a paradigm of the very conflict that

confronts its main protagonist, Chipka.

The dichotomy in question can be described as a collision between the

peasant and the Cossack ethos. It is aphoristically expressed in the second part

in these words: “Mnnynocb KosaitbKe u,apcTBo, HacTajio xjii6opo6cbKe

rocnonapcTBO...” (p. 75).^ Each half of this “Cossack-peasant” dyad is

associated with a larger, coherent system of ideas and values. “Peasant” life

(i.e., “xjii6opo6cbKe” or “naxapcbKe” not only bespeaks obvious

peasant reality (land, farming), but also subsumes such notions as boredom,

passivity and acquiescence in the status quo. This “network,” in addition,

includes love, family, and marriage. Although there are males in the novel who
represent this ethos, female characters are, invariably, its active carriers and

exponents. Consequently, the “Cossack-peasant” opposition posits a male-fe-

male confrontation as well.

The “network” of themes comprising the Cossack ethos not only func-

tions as an antipode to everything the peasant ethos cherishes, but is also

emblematic of valour, action, defence ofjustice and male camaraderie. We can

best see this dichotomy at work by examining Part Two.
As is well known, the major characters of this historical excursus are

Myron Hudz and his grandson Maksym. In essence, their “biographies” exem-

plify the Cossack ethos defying a peasant world. This is first brought into focus

as a contrast between Myron Hudz and his wife Maryna; it is illustrated once

again by Maksym’s rebellion against his father and mother, i.e., the institution

of the family.

Myron’s lifestyle and temperament are a reflection of his values. The
former (jossack (Sichovyk) is invariably active, even aggressive. His quest for

justice (“HeMae jto6pa...HeMae”, p. 73) is confrontational: evil must actually

be destroyed if virtue is to prevail (“To 3 floSpuMn, to h y MHpy, a 3 jihxmmh
— KOJiH IX He BKJiaflem, to bohh Tc6e yjio:^<aTb...”, p. 71). A telling detail

in the narrative is that Myron settles in the village of Pisky as a hunter

.

This

profession distinguishes him from the farmers around him while reinforcing

the aggressive and exuberant Zaporozhian ethos:

He KMflaB CBoro sanoposbKOzo seuuato — eotoeauHR ... BotoBUB 3

jiamHCto, BotoBUB 3 SamHCK), boiobub 3 TaTapBoto, a Tenep
BOtOBaTHMy — 3 3BipOM! (p. 68 )
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Equality, freedom, and group solidarity are among the most important ethical

and social values typified by Myron’s persona (“Oh, ne tuk KOJiucb 6yjio y

Hac Ha cini — y namoMy K03au,hK0My Kpai! Yci pinni, yci BijibHi...”, pp.

72-3). Such traits are shown to be conspicuously absent in the “peasant-

farmer” world; “Ko^hc npo ce6e Jt6ae... BpaxoBe jimxo — ny>Ke jihxo”

(p. 73).

Maryna’s ideological posture is a direct inversion of her husband’s. She

is the very embodiment of the peasant ethos. Peace, calm and love are

leitmotifs associated with her. Myron’s clear sense of the “enemy” (voroh)

contrasts sharply with Maryna’s concept of universal and uncritical love

(“MaxH Hamenue ahthhI npo Afodoe jto ecbozo Mueozo .

.

p. 71). The

concepts of vengeance and retribution have no place in her system of values.

In this respect, she is typical of all major female characters in the novel.

The opposition between Maryna and Myron leads to a struggle for the

heart and mind of their son Ivan (Ivas). Although the reader is told that

Myron’s values flow in Ivan’s veins (“KpoB SaTbKiBCbKa, cinoBa, me 3

MajiKy o6i3BajiacH y Mcnjiax Majioi aHTHHu”, p. 69) and that the father

imbues his son with Cossack tales about valour and violence (“...nyBDUM ojt

6aTbKa CTpamni npHnoBicTi npo ninny xa noxojtn...”), the ultimate victor

in this tug of war is Maryna. Ivan falls completely under the sway of his

mother’s ethos;

A BBenopi, hk hc cnnxbCH InaccBi, Bi3bMe Maxn noro pycnny

rojioBOHbKy y cboi pyxn, pijiye, MHJiye i cxnxa, jtio6mm fojiocom,

Majnoe HOMy Kapxnny inmoro >KHXXH...:a<HXXH miixozo,

naxapcbKOzo nodymy ... (p. 70)

As Maryna’s tales ensnare the child’s mind, Myron witnesses the demise of

his son’s chivalric traits (“...aaMnpajia b cnnoni AiinapcbKa edema... ", p.

71).

Khiba revut voly ... portrays family/peasant life as a stultifying experi-

ence, leaving no doubt that marriage has a debilitating effect on the Zaporozhi-

an ethos. Not only the son, but Myron himself is vanquished by the combined

forces of land and family. He literally falls prey to his wife;

OxaK MnpiH jiokm eoioeae
,
hokm diiecn , pyOaecn ,

hokh n cum hc

HaOir Ha CBoro 3Bipa, m,o n noro 3BOK3BaB. I nixxo jtpyrnn 3Bip xon,

HK Mapnna SanpiBHa — 3 nim,aHCbKMx-xaKn xyxopiB K03ana poHKa
(p. 68).“^

Myron’s subjugation is represented symbolically as an abandonment of the

tools of his trade and the subordination of life to land and family;

3 xoro nacy 3ap.wa6iAa cinoea pyiumiu,R, 3AizcH nopox,
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poszyduAOCH KpcMiHHR . Cthb MHpiH ry33b noAe opamu ma xAid

naxamu, a MapHHa — cwHa leaHa KOAuxamu... (p. 69).

Observe that activities relating to land and family are described in tandem, as

things that go hand in hand. This is quite characteristic of the novel as a whole

(e.g., "\..OpaAu aeMjiK), aacieaAu, mqau, kocuau, dimoK uAoduAu —
pid luupuAU...” (p. 83).

It is significant that although Myron is subdued by the peasant ethos, he

continues to yearn for the “good fight.” Thus, even in defeat, this unique trait

sets him apart from the society that has trapped him:

Bee u,e nepe:^CMBaB exapHH Mnpin, aa riAyzoM xoabhh: bcc ite

nepeGojiijio Horo zapHne cepij,e, kojio xaanuemea HydnHucb

.

/ cuh

u,ypaecR dambKiecbKozo dyjcy .

.

.jnoflM noHudiAu: nixTO He xone

npRMO MipRmucb cuAOJO : BciojtH muxo, xoh yMupau

.

A me Kosana
Bj^ana rynno ojiKJiMKajiacH y CTapoMy cepm; pyna uiyKajia

noTflrxMCb 3 BoporoM... (p. 72)

As the above demonstrates, Khiba revut voly ... associates the peasant

ethos with boredom, torpor and languor. This is well exemplified in Myron’s

confrontation with a group of self-satisfied khliboroby

.

Their praise of the

secure and quiet life (“Tenep, cnacH6i Boroni xoh muxo ... Y Hac i xjii6 e,

H CKOTHHKa npH6yBa€, i aaxHCT desncHHuu ... ^^mbcmo, hk i jiiojtH”)

elicits from Maksym this caustic remark: “)KMBeTe? Hudieme , a He :«HBeTe:

Ueimeme ...'"
(p. 73). Later the message becomes even more direct:

3MajieHKy npHBHatoTb ccjihhh aiTeft, mo6 Bona [i. e.,

xjii6opo6cbKa npaita] aaaBajtacb ni uyduofo, ui mRMKOfo

.

(p. 105)

I 3HOBy B none Ta b none. . .3HOBy xopimnn poOoxa. . .3HOBy Topiuini

KnonoTH...xa tbk ne oaHH, ne asa poKu: xaK pine >khxxh, itinnH

bIk... Po6Hm, mo6 6yno mo icxh; ich ih,o6 3ayn<aB poOnxH.

OxaKa-xo eeceAa xAidopodcbKa doAR. (p. 105)“

The chapters “Pisky v nevoli” and “Pany polski” in Part Two link the

preceding themes of the peasant ethos with another one: the loss of freedom.

Timidity, domesticity and an absence of civic responsibility pave the way for

serfdom. When Pisky falls into the hands of the gentry, some “hotheaded

souls” flee in search of freedom (“BinbHoi exoponn”), but most remain

behind, prisoners of their emotional attachment to land and hearth:

A peiuxa — 30cxanacn. Kyaw Horo? hk hofo? Boho 6 xo h xnry

aaxM, n’nxaMM HaKMBaxH, — xa hk rnHHyxb bohm na CBoixamii,

caaoMKaMH iaKpameni, na cboi iaciHHi hoar... mKoaa im exane
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piflHOi CTOpOHH; cmpaiuHO HeeiflOMOi, tcmhoi, hk hIh 6yflyLU,MHM...

Ta H 30CTajiHCH... (p. 83)

Given the novel’s thematic opposition, it is logical that Myron, the symbol of

freedom and rebellion, should die the moment the village is enserfed:

Hk Kocoto, cKocHjia Horo jtyMKa npo hcbojik). Saxupie CTapnn. . .Ta

H yMep ocTaHHift ciMOBMK 6c3 oflHoro poxy cxa Jiix. (p. 84)

The dichotomy that informed the story of Myron Hudz continues in the

narrative about his grandson Maksym.
The representative of the peasant ethos here is none other than Ivan

Hudz, Myron’s son. Being Maryna’s creation, Ivan naturally follows in his

mother’s footsteps (“3a:«HB Ibuh ryfl3b 3 CBoeio Mojiofloio jtpy)XMHOio

muxo ma Mupuo
,
jiio6’h3ho — cnoKiuHUM xAiOopodcbKUM MimmmM ...”,

p. 75). And although Ivan’s sons, too, are raised in the spirit of her ethos

(“IliflHHJiHCb TpoxH xjioniti, — Tpe6a ix AO jtijianpH3BHMaiTH...”, p. 105),

one of them (Maksym) comes to defy it. The noteworthy aspect of Maksym’

s

rebellion is that he rejects his own father in favour of the grandfather’s “wise,”

“true” and “good” Cossack ways. The novel clearly depicts Maksym as

Myron’s ideological and symbolic successor. In fact, he is virtually Myron’s

reincarnation;

Mukchm nojiioOHB AWa dinhuie OaTbxa, Maxepi; npHHmjiHCb hoMy
AO booaoOh Horo poaxaan cmpaumi, nojitoOnjiHCb HOMy AiAoni

BHHHTH — posyMHi, npaedusi, do6pi

.

YnoAoOaB i aIa CBoro

liiKaeozo u Momopnozo onyxa. Ha xpaHHiM nopoai >khtt5i OAAaB
CTapHH CBoe, jiiTaMH xa neroAaMH noOnxe cepu,e Majiifl AWTHHi!

CTapicTb noOpaTajiacb 3 MOJiOAicTio, MOJioAicTb npnjiwnjia ao
CTapocTi. . . Cmapuu cinoeuK Hamxnye ceofo dyiuy e MOAodeceubKy
dyuiy OHyKa. (p.76)

Unlike the peasant network, which is tagged with such words as “quiet,”

“calm,” “boring,” Maksym is described as “interesting,” “passionate,” and

“energetic.” These attributes have several other permutations, for example:

“MaxcHMOBi xoTijiocb...6HTMCb, py6aTHCb, po3rapAiHmHTn...” (p. 106);

“HoMy xoTijiocb ryji5iTM, 6mtmch, pyOaxMCH...” (p. 130). What is most

interesting is that the young man’s vigour is manifestly juxtaposed to the

dullness of his father’s home and land:

fl,yiua Horo (Maxcmvia) npoxana 60Ai\ mojioaI cmjim — npocmopy

.
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CyMHo 6yjio MaKCHMOBi cepen lUHpoKoro, nycToro cmeny , cepea

noopanoi piAAi\ xicHO y muxiu dambKiecbKiu xami\ th»cko m1>k

MoenasHOfo ckothhok), KOTpy HOMy hk cxapiuoMy nepmoMy
aoBejiocb nacTH... (p.l08)

Maksym’s life becomes nothing less than a reenactment of the Za-

porozhian ethos. Salient in this respect are his dreams of the Sich (“I

BHnjiiTajiH Horo jtyMKH y TCMHiH TCMpani cmpaiuny KapxHHy cini . .

.

PyK,

KpHK, 6ift...”, p. 115) and his discovery of camaraderie and community

outside the family setting, in the context of a male society, i.e., the army:

ripHBHK MaKCMM flO TaKOPO “Hi, — flyMaB Bin, —
MOCKoeipuHa najicKO Kpam,a, Hi»c pidna cmopona ! lU,o tbm? cxen

Ta H CTen, njiyrn xa SopoHH, xa Bixep no cxeny; a Afodu — komch
cttM co6i... A xyx — Horo flyma 3a6a^<ajia yce e; a moeapuiui —
6pamu pidni\ 3a hhmh, hk y Bora, 3a jtBepuMa — i noMo^cyxb, i

BMpyHaxb...3 HiiMii Kpau{€, HIM 3 6ambKOM ma Mamip’fo!"' (p. 121)

While Maksym’s life as a soldier and brigand is certainly of a lower order

than Myron’s Cossack existence, he too possesses a moral streak, a sense of

outrage at the injustice around him. Moreover, the source of this consciousness

is the Zaporozhian ethos;

CiHoei onoBicxKH npo sanopoabKy edany
,
npo sanoposbKy eoAfo

3anajiM y rapane cepu,e onyKOBe... Hk y rHi3jteMKy, xaK y
MaKCHMOBiM cepflCHKy BnnjioflHJiacb bojih, npo axy did

nepeKaayeae ... (p. 105)

[Horo] neKAO HeHaeucmro jto BCboro, mo zHimuAO ado nepemiAO,

He daeaAO podumii, rk hhm xonembcn, hk hgm adyMaembCR. (p.

106)

Maksym, like his grandfather Myron, eventually embarks on marriage.

In his case, however, wedlock becomes neither an occasion for domesticity nor

an instrument of his downfall. The family he establishes with lavdokha (a

former prostitute and hence, by definition, an antithesis to the typical female)

is a travesty of the peaceful life led by his parents. It will fall to his daughter,

Halia, to undo the parody: she will set out to recapture for herself and her

husband Chipka the ideal her father disgraced. On the other hand, it will be

Chipka’s fate, in the name of the Cossack ethos, to resist her.

The conflict of the novel proper is entirely consistent with the pattern

established in Part Two. However, it is made more complex by the fact that
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the main protagonist must overcome not only external opposition to the Cos-

sack ethos, but also the ambivalence within himself. Chipka, unlike Myron or

Maksym, is a “divided” character, tom between the imperatives of love and

the desire for vengeance. It is his destiny to choose between them. This

element of choice endows him with a tragic dimension that is missing from

other representatives of the Cossack ethos.

In Chipka’ s story, the fundamental dichotomy is introduced ambiguous-

ly: the main protagonist is portrayed at the outset of the novel as both a

“peasant” and a “Cossack.” Not only does the reader first encounter Chipka

in the midst of a field, but the very title of the opening chapter (“Poliova

Tsarivna”) evokes the principal elements of the peasant “network”: land,

woman, and love.

...Ha Jianax rpae coHHHHa xBMJia; nijt xbhjick) cnie xAidopodcbKa

doAH .

.

. HejtapOM b xaxy rojtMHy — a6H HejtijiH a6o hkc cbhto —
xAidopodu BHxojtHTb Ha none xjii6a oSambuhthcb! Otukoi cumc

nopH...imoB mojioahh nojioBiK... TjiHHyB Ha HHBy, — i Auu,e

saceimuAocb odpadofo : “Ot jte mob npaitn. . .ne Mapno noTpanena:

BOHa 3po6HJia 3 Mene nonoBiKa, xasaiua! (pp. 6-7)

Although seemingly in harmony with this environment, Chipka is at the same

time subtly differentiated from it by typically Cossack attributes (“JlHU,e

HOBro6pa3e — K03aHe...”, p. 7). The adjectives that describe him resonate

with qualities ascribed earlier to Myron and Maksym:

OnHo TijTBKH B HbOFO HcaGuRKe — flyncc naAKuu Horjian,

Gucmpuu, 5IK SjiHCKaBKa. Hhm CBirajiacn HKacb HeseunauHa
cMiAueicmb i dyxoena Mii^b

,
paaoM 3 HKOiocb xumok) xyroio. (p. 7)

Chipka’ s divided personality is also underscored by genealogy: the Cossack in

him is traceable to the father; the mother’s character explains his attraction for

Halia and the land.

The father (Ivan Varenyk, also known under the alias Ostap Khrushch)

is portrayed as a recalcitrant eccentric (cf. Chapter II, “Dvuzhon”). His itiner-

ant and polygamous life is again a mockery of marriage and traditional family

existence. Varenyk’ s death on a battlefield reinforces not only the military

theme in the lives of Myron and Maksym, but prefigures Chipka’s own
peculiar “Zaporozhian” lifestyle. The conclusion of the novel ties father and

son together quite unambiguously. As Chipka is marched off to Siberia, his

former friends Hrytsko and Khrystia observe:

— Boho tukh npaBjta, mo iteft HinKa neneBHHH...
— TaKuu i OambKo dye...

— I epoduecH maK — npocTH, TocnoaM! (p. 346)
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Chipka’s mother, Motria, is Varenyk’s antipode. She is a woman preoc-

cupied with respectability, suffering a husband who brings her shame
(“CopOM nepejt JiioaLMH, — hum ftoro smhth?”, p. 19). Her life is defined

by the home (“Hk ycxyoHJia MoTpa b ceoio xamy

,

to hcmob na CBix

HapoduAacH Her ethical values (e.g., “Xaft im Focnodb 3a xe

[HenpaBjiy] oanHHHXL, a ne nwdu...", p. 47) are also poles apart from her

son’s notion of righteous vengeance. In a word, she thoroughly personifies the

peasant ethos.

Halia, Chipka’s wife, is endowed with traits not unlike Motria’ s. Her

ideals are revealed in the picture of domesticity she draws for Chipka just

before their marriage:

Ta HK MH 3a»[HBeMO 3 X06010 ! HKi nopanKH 3aBejteMo! 3paHKy —
XH 6yjtem xasnuHyeamu kojio xyjto6H, a a — y rocnojti... IloxiM

nooSijtaeMo, cnoHHHCMo. . .a BBcnepi a Benepio 3Bapio. . . I Bce y nac

6yjte muxo, Mupno .... (pp. 270-71)

As we have seen, males representing the Cossack ethos find no solace

in this type of existence. For them family happiness affords, at best, only

temporary satisfaction. Such is the case with Ivan Varenyk [i.e., Ostap

Khrushch]

:

Ocxan — cnepmy 6yB noBecejiin; xaKMH OajiaKyHHH, xurmh
iitHpHH, — Moxpio >Kajiye, kojio xein,i jiacKaBHH; a jtajii Bce

xMypmiuae xa h xMypnimaB. Cxaiia nydbza BHXjiHflaxH ftoro

OHHMa, Mypda HCBHMOBHa rmxHXH ftoro ayuiy i cepi;e... XojtHXb,

OyBajio BOCCHH a6o 3hmoio no flBOpy, onycxnxb na rpyfln rojiOBy

xa 3a itijiMH jtenb i cjioBa ne npoMOBHXb ni no koxo... (p. 15)

Chipka’s reactions fall into the same pattern as his father’s. At first he takes

pride in the pakhar’s life, but eventually becomes disillusioned with it. The

household becomes a source of depression. Chipka begins to long for freedom

and his thoughts turn to male companionship:

Bce xo xasRucbKi Kjionomu

.

Hinu,i — 6audym:e jto BCboro xoro...

XoAHXb Bin no flBopy — nyduo
;
yBinjte y xaxy — xaxni noMepKH

me jty^ne po3Bepxaioxb cymny jtyMxy. (p. 317)

y CBOin xami Bin 6yB, hk Hy^cnn; Bona noMy ocmozudna

.

HoMy
6yjio y nin dyiuHO, micHO\ cepite 3a6a:»cajio eoni, dyiua —
npocmopy

.

Bin nonaB arajtyBaxn cmape moeapucmeo ... (p. 325)

Hrytsko (Chipka’s friend) is the only major male character in the novel

proper who unequivocally embraces the peasant ethos. In this respect, he is a

replica of Ivan Hudz:
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3a^HB rpHU,LKO muxuM naxapcbKUM MumruRM . . .xaK hk i JiioflH. 3
}KiHKOK) rpMpLKO MUpHO, Af06’R3H0 ... I CTaJIH BOHH m1^
jnoflbMH noBa:*:HHMH xasniHOMu . .

.

(p. 66)

As one might expect, Chipka recoils from Hrytsko’s lifestyle:

rpHU,BKo 3 CBOi'MH 3aBciflHHMH xajioSaMH Ha empamu, 3 cboimh

po3MOBaMH npo docmamKu, npo xyjto6y, 3 CBoeio MiuKOfo —
muxoio u dodporo MOAoduu,ejo , 3 yciM eanpaMKOM CBoro muxozo,
naxapcbKozo MummR ,

— 3flaBCH iioMy xenep uydnuM, cyMHUM

.

(p.

325)

The thematic structure dictates that Chipka’ s disillusionment with the

“peasant” ethos lead to a conflict with his wife. This is exactly what happens.

During their courtship, Halia repeatedly tries to dissuade Chipka from his

vengeful acts. To her entreaties (“HinKa...rojiy6e Mm! khhb! khhl! He
6yjte utacTH, He 6yjte ao6pa...”), he replies: “...O-ox, Tajiio! He anaio, uto

6yne. H — omaMQH...” (pp. 261-2). On another occasion, Halia’s request

is met with stubborn silence: “—Tax th noKHHem? HoKHHem, mIh rojiy6e,

Taxe »:htth?... HiriKa Moenae" (p. 270).

As Chipka gradually retreats from the female/peasant world into the

militant community of males, Halia attempts to impose her ethos on his

companions. Naturally, she fails:

Bona 3axoTijia yBiHXH b xe xoBapHcxBO muxuM
aHxojioM-cnacHxejieM, naBMHXH aaneKAi xapu,u3m^bKi dyiui, n’»Hi

rOJIOBH JIIoOOBH flO JIIOfleH, Jto ix MUpHUX 36UHai6, 30 pa3

3aBe3eHoro muxozo Mummn

.

Ta 6a! Thm 3aneKAUM dymau xpe6a
6yjio eoAfo... ix He naBeaem na npomepmy cmeMKy muxozo,
He3aMymuozo Murnmn! He 3 i'l m’rkojo, do cnoKOfo, do muxozo
u^acmR noxuAOfo uarnypoio

, He 3 u po3yMOM mIhohum , xohkhm xa

rnyuKHM, pyitnyBaxH 6yjio xy 6amxy KpiriKOi eoAi . .

.

Tii BOJii He
3BOK)em cAadoK) MinoHoio pyKoio! (p. 327)

That the conflict between Chipka and Halia must end in tragedy is made
obvious in Chapter XXI (“Son u ruku”). This episode— a nightmare in which
Chipka comes face to face with his victims— demonstrates that he rebuffs Halia

(on a subconscious, symbolic level) long before their marriage. The novel is

quite clear about this. In the course of this dream Halia points at the people

Chipka has murdered and exclaims:

U,e Bce XH Hapo6HB... 3a Biino :ac xh MOJioBiKa y6HB?... IU,o xm
Hapo6HB Aiomuu, KamopMuuu ?
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Chipka’s reaction is strange but significant:

Hk CKaMCHUU 36ip

,

IU,0 SoiTbCH BOflH, TpyCHTbCH H JlIOTye,

3o6aMHBinH n, 3a6yBiiiH Bce na CBixi, necaMOBHTo KHjtacTbCH na

BCTpiHHoro H nonepcHHoro — Tax Hioxa KHHyBca, ckohhb y
ropy... ''3zuHb npoKAurnyma , Bijt Mene! xan xe6e oroHb no)Kepe,

BHxop po3Hece-po3Bie! lU,o mu Meui muKe?... MiuKa? cecmpa??
Mumu?? H Te6e BCboro jtBini hh rpn^i 6aHHB na nojii, jte th

CTpH6ajia, HK K03a... Horo yK th cionH jiiaem? uoro th

MimaemcR? PeTb co6i!...” (p. 221)

Nothing— neither Chipka’s character, nor the plot, nor his relationship with

Halia— prepares the reader for such venom. But from the perspective of the

whole novel and, especially, the thematic dichotomy fleshed out in the second

part, Chipka’s behavior becomes totally comprehensible. By expressing the

dream as an intrusion, a meddling (“noro th MimaemcH ?”) of females (“lII,o

TH MCHi TaKe?... JKiuKa? cecmpa?? Mamu??") in the affairs of men, the

authors again underscore the irreconcilable positions of the two camps.

After this dream the die is cast: the plot may show Chipka vacillating

between one ethos and the other, but the outcome is literally predestined.

Chipka’s married life, like that of his male counterparts, must turn into a

dismal failure. Indeed, his marriage eventually becomes nothing more than a

cover for his unorthodox activities. This is prefigured immediately after the

nightmare, when Chipka counsels his cohort Lushnia:

CTaHbMO Kpaute TaKHMH JHOflbMH, RK yci — npHHMCMOCb 3a

po6oTy, yjteHb 6yjteMO npaitioBaTH...a nin-MaTinKa — i HaynHTb i

CKa:«:e, de name jieMumb... (p. 229)

With these words Chipka embarks on the path advocated by Myron: direct

confrontation with evil.

The conflict between husband and wife has its parallel in the tension

between son and mother. Motria’s repeated complaints to the volost about her

son are a graphic example of this.'' It is she who will betray Chipka to the

authorities, leading to his arrest.

Although Chipka’s fall comes at the hands of his mother rather than his

wife, he, like Myron, is clearly victimized by the same peasant/female ethos.

Defeated, he remains, nonetheless, unrepentant and unswayed. As Chipka is

about to be led off to Siberia, Hrytsko approaches to greet him with a kind

word. Chipka, however, demonstratively turns away. While other prisoners

weep, he casts harsh glances at the crowd around him (“HacHJiaB Ha JiK)jteH

rpi3HHH norjTHjt...”). His last words, meant for his mother, are sarcastic and

threatening: ‘TpHU,bKy! noKjioHHCb MaTepi... Cku^h: xuh Mene doMudae
6 zocmi, KOJiH He ckohIc no Toro nacy...” (p. 346).'^ Thus the novel ends
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on a note of defiance. The last few lines draw a picture of Pisky , exploited and

despondent— an inevitable end for the “victorious” peasant ethos.

***

Soviet critics like to stress that Khiba revut voly... is the first truly

“sociological novel” in Ukrainian literature. Without necessarily denying this,

one might point out that the novel is very much a “mythological” work. By
this I mean that it betrays one of myth’s primary characteristics: a binary

opposition, a tendency, as C. Levi-Strauss would say, to polarize experience.

As the preceding analysis has shown, this novel basically hinges on a single

tale (myth) which is told three times. The Urtext

,

so to speak, is the story of

Myron; its second telling is the narrative about Maksym, and Chipka’s story,

of course, is its third realization. What gives Khiba revut voly ... the charac-

teristics of a myth is that its meaning unfolds in the process of each “variant’s”

retelling. Only through this repetition does the underlying symbolic structure

become apparent and meaningful. From this perspective, it can be said that Part

Two plays no small role in the novel. Without the two “variants” contained

therein, the narrative about Chipka would indeed, as the authors sensed, be

meaningless.

In light of the dichotomy, traditional interpretations of the novel’s main

characters raise serious doubts. Cherkasky, for example, maintains that

Maksym is an antipode to Chipka: he links the former to “self-serving thievery

and banditry,” while idealizing the latter for his “protest against social ills.”^^

Other critics have condemned Hrytsko as a completely negative character,'^

deriding him for his “individualism, petty-bourgeois egotism, and submissive-

ness before authority.”'^ But, at the same time, Chipka’s mother has been

praised for her morality, suffering, and hard work; even the betrayal of her son

has been construed as a “moral achievement.”'^ In a similar vein, Halia is seen

simply as an unambiguous symbol of purity, goodness, honesty and humani-

ty.'^ In my opinion, these are rather simplistic and arbitrary views, because

they remove the characters from the larger symbolic structure of the novel.

Within that context the similarities between Maksym and Chipka are more
striking than the differences. By the same token, Hrytsko, Motria and Halia

share so many common characteristics that these can hardly be ignored. A
“sociological” approach to the characters cannot reveal this fact and conse-

quently misses a central conflict in the novel.

Notes
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- Ibid., 362.
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Colin P. Neufeldt

FIFTH COLUMN? NEW LIGHT
ON THE SOVIET GERMANS

AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO THE THIRD REICH

Meir Buchsweiler. Volksdeutsche in der Ukraine am Vorabend und Beginn

des Zweiten Weltkriegs—ein Fall doppelter Loyalitdt? Translated by Ruth

Achlama. Schriftenreihe des Instituts fur Deutsche Geschichte, Universitat

Tel Aviv, Vol. 7. Gerlingen, West Germany: Bleicher Verlag, 1984. 499

pp.

A topic of recent European history that continues to arouse

historiographical debate is the relationship of the Third Reich to the

Sowjetdeutsche (ethnic Germans who were Soviet citizens) in Ukraine prior

to and during the Second World War. Historians are divided among them-

selves on the issue of whether or not the Sowjetdeutsche conducted secret

negotiations with the Nazis and acted as a German fifth column prior to the

German invasion of Ukraine (22 June 1941).’ These scholars are also at

loggerheads concerning the degree to which the Sowjetdeutsche aided and

abetted the advancing German troops as they swept across the steppes of

Ukraine. Some historians unabashedly contend that on the eve of the

invasion the Sowjetdeutsche were fanatical supporters of the Nazi regime

and its imperialistic policies, and acted as quislings toward the country

within whose borders they lived. Other historians argue that there is no

substantial proof to suggest that the majority of the Sowjetdeutsche acted as

a fifth column prior to the invasion. Between these two polar positions still

other historians have sought to find a middle ground concerning the loyalty
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of the Sowjetdeutsche and their participation in the German war effort?

A welcome contribution to this debate is the detailed and carefully

documented monograph Volksdeutsche in der Ukraine am Vorabend und

Beginn des Zweiten Weltkriegs—ein Fall doppelter Loyalitdt?^ Written by

the German-born Israeli scholar Meir Buchsweiler, Volksdeutsche in der

Ukraine is an outgrowth of Buchsweiler’s doctoral dissertation (University

of Tel Aviv), first published in Hebrew in 1980 and later translated into

German by Ruth Achlama and republished in 1984. Buchsweiler, who is

currently director of the Bibliographical Institute of the United Kibbutz

Movement in Israel and who has written works on bibliography and the

methodology of historical research, bases his study on archival

documentation, as well as on sources published in Hebrew and Western

and Slavic languages."^ Organizing his material in a coherent manner,

Buchsweiler employs a thematic approach to his subject, and the German

translation of his work presents his findings in a lucid, though at times

cumbersome, style. He has also adorned this work with a useful assortment

of maps, photographs, and tables, an extensive bibliography containing

more than 2,300 entries, and two complete geographical and personal

indices. For such reasons, Volksdeutsche in der Ukraine is a mine of infor-

mation, and merits close study by scholars interested in this controversial

topic of East European history.

In Volksdeutsche in der Ukraine Buchsweiler launches his

investigation into the history of the Sowjetdeutsche with a cursory but com-

prehensive analysis of the historiographical trends and available sources

related to the subject. He correctly points out to his readers that in the past

both German and Soviet scholars have avoided dealing with the history of

the Soviet Germans during the Second World War because the subject

continues to elicit unpleasant memories and is so emotionally charged (pp.

16ff). As a result, there are very few works that delve into this period of

Soviet German history in a comprehensive manner. Unfortunately, the

majority of these works forgo the use of Russian sources and rely primarily

on second-hand material. Buchsweiler asserts that with few

historiographical precedents to follow, he has had to rely upon primary

sources, rather than previous interpretations, to determine the agenda for

his investigation, and he has also had to travel to archives and libraries

around the globe in search of such material. Buchsweiler goes on to ex-

plain that some of the sources he found most valuable were the memoirs

and testimonies of the Sowjetdeutsche (many of which were written by

Mennonites and are now found in Canada [pp. 28ff|). Other valuable, but

more elusive sources are Soviet publications (printed between 1917 and
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1941) and official German documents, many of which are located in the

Soviet Union, and are thus beyond the reach of most Western researchers

(pp. 29ff). Buchsweiler also notes that the records from German agencies

(for example, the Deutsches Ausland-Institut) which dealt with the Soviet

Germans, as well as files from international military tribunals, provided

him with much of the information upon which he based his study (pp.

33ff). Buchsweiler concludes that from such a potpourri of sources he has

been able to piece together a “mosaic” of historical facts and data, and

thereby develop a general point of view concerning the historical role of

the Sowjetdeutsche on the eve of and at the beginning of the Second World

War (p. 18).

It is from this “mosaic” of historical facts and data that

Buchsweiler’ s readers learn who the Sowjetdeutsche were, what historical

roots they had in Ukraine, and what their fate was in the Soviet Union

during the interwar period and the first years of World War II. With

respect to their historical roots, Buchsweiler states that the first extensive

migrations of Germans from the Baltic and German states occurred during

the reign of Catherine the Great (1762-96). In her desire to populate and

settle the newly conquered steppes of Ukraine, Catherine promised the

would-be German settlers complete religious and educational freedom, tax

and military exemptions, and autonomy in local administrative affairs (p.

109). According to Buchsweiler, such privileges enticed German emigres

from a variety of religious backgrounds, so that by the middle of the

nineteenth century numerous German-speaking colonies—Catholic,

Protestant, and Mennonite—dotted the Ukrainian steppes (p. 111). While

many of Catherine’s privileges were repealed toward the end of the

nineteenth century, the industrious German colonists continued to thrive in

their new homeland. Although the colonists generally isolated themselves

culturally, religiously, and linguistically from their Russian and Ukrainian

neighbors, they were able to acquire great tracts of land and to succeed in

industrial and manufacturing endeavours (p. 111).^

What finally and irrevocably altered the idyllic and prosperous exist-

ence of the German colonists in Ukraine was the Russian Revolution of

1917 and the Civil War that followed between 1918 and 1921. Buchsweiler

argues that the Germans’ cultural exclusiveness, economic prosperity, and

political loyalty to the tsar alienated many of them from the revolutionary

aspirations of the Russian and Ukrainian peasants (pp. 117f). There were

some ethnic Germans who wholeheartedly supported the overthrow of the

tsarist regime, but the majority of them bitterly opposed the Bolshevik

seizure of power, and some even took measures to restore the tsarist
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monarchy. During the Civil War, a number of German settlements created

Selhstschutz units (paramilitary self-defence troops) that not only recruited

men to fight in the White Army of Generals A. Denikin and P.N. Wrangel,

but also defended German settlements and estates from the raiding attacks

of anarchists such as Nestor Makhno (pp. 119f).^ In order to militarily

equip these Selhstschutz units, the colonists initially solicited arms from

Kaiser Wilhelm’s German Wehrmacht, and later from the White Army
itself. When the Red Army snuffed out the last vestiges of White Army
resistance, however, these colonists acknowledged defeat, realizing that

their own self-defence efforts had been in vain. Immediately after the Civil

War, many German estates and businesses were either divided up between

the ethnic Germans and the land-hungry peasants or confiscated by the new

Soviet regime (p. 121).

The economic, cultural, religious, and political tribulations of the

Civil War aroused within the ethnic German communities feelings of

distrust and enmity toward the new Soviet government (pp. 133f).

Consequently, large numbers of ethnic Germans left the Soviet Union in

the period between 1918 and 1930 (within the Mennonite community alone

approximately 20,000 people emigrated during this period [p. 226]). Many
ethnic Germans, however, were not so fortunate. Buchsweiler explains that

those who remained in the Soviet Union became guinea pigs for the

socialist experiments of the new Soviet regime—experiments designed to

transform the ethnic Germans (who in 1926 numbered 1,238,549) into

loyal and patriotic Soviet Germans or Sowjetdeutsche (p. 128). Throughout

the 1920s, many Sowjetdeutsche experienced economic hardship, religious

oppression (churches were closed and most religious leaders were exiled

and imprisoned), and political brainwashing (pp. 134ff, 140f).^ But as

Buchsweiler rightly points out, the climate of oppression of the early 1920s

was relatively mild compared to the storms of political, economic, and

cultural tribulation that the Sowjetdeutsche experienced a decade later. He

states that in the 1930s Stalin’s draconian collectivization, man-made

famine, ruthless purges, and exile of thousands of kulaks to Siberia only

exacerbated the Soviet Germans’ opposition to the Soviet regime (pp.

222ff). Moreover, Stalin’s endeavour to make Russian the sole language of

instruction, politics, and commerce, his efforts to quell the publication of

German literary works, and his attempt to change the orthography of the

German language in the Soviet Union threatened the Sowjetdeutsche with

the complete eradication of all expressions of their national life (pp. 166f,

184ff, 213f). Of course, Buchsweiler acknowledges that Stalin’s terror took

a substantial toll on all expressions of national life among the various
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non-Russian nationalities in Ukraine.*^ But Buchsweiler also contends that,

of all these nationalities, the Sowjetdeutsche felt a heavier hand of Soviet

oppression and discrimination. He attributes this to the fact that there was

among the Soviet Germans a proportionally higher percentage of kulaks

than among other national groups (pp. 222ff, 243ff). For Buchsweiler,

Stalin’s terror gouged deeper wounds in the national life of the

Sowjetdeutsche than in that of any other nationality.

Although the Soviets took far-reaching measures to prevent news of

the plight of the Soviet Germans from escaping their borders, the

repressions experienced by this ethnic minority in the 1920s and 1930s

soon became known in Western Europe and North America. The sufferings

of the Sowjetdeutsche particularly aroused sympathy within Germany.

Buchsweiler observes that in the early days of the Weimar Republic there

already existed a number of private agencies which not only provided

financial assistance to German-speaking minorities living beyond the

borders of Germany, but also championed the cultural autonomy and legal

equality of such minorities (p. 41). In the 1920s and early 1930s, these

private agencies—such as the Deutsches Ausland-Institut {DAI), Verein

(after 1933, Volkshund) fiir das Deutschtum im Ausland (VDA),

Zentralkomitee der Deutschen aus Russland, and Arheitsgemeinschaft der

Deutsche)! aus Russland und Rolen—monitored the plight of the Soviet

Germans and reported to the citizens of Germany the hardships suffered by

their brethren in the Soviet Union (pp. 47, 51, 55).‘^ These agencies also

lobbied the German government to put political pressure on the Soviets to

allow the Sowjetdeutsche to emigrate to the West. Although the emigration

efforts made by Weimar politicians were partially limited by political and

diplomatic considerations (German-Soviet political relations), as well as

economic interests (increasing trade opportunities), they were able to assist

6,000 Soviet Germans in emigrating to the West between 1929 and 1930

(p. 57n).

After the tottering Weimar Republic collapsed and Hitler came to

power in Germany in 1933, the )-aison d'etre of many of the private

agencies working on behalf of the German minorities was quickly modified

to suit the ideological beliefs and motives of the fledgling Nazi

government. Still bitter about the post-World War I settlement of the

German nation in which large German minority populations were ceded to

surrounding states. Hitler saw in these private agencies the means of

bringing into reality one of the catchphrases of his book Mein Kampf: “The

same blood belongs to a common Reich” (p. 39). Buchsweiler points out

that Hitler’s belief in the racial superiority of the German people, his
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notion of a racially founded German solidarity that transcended state

boundaries, and his talk of Lebensraum and Ostpolitik lay behind the

motivated conversion of private agencies such as the DAI and the VDA for

Nazi purposes.’® Thus, after 1933 the new mandate of the DAI and VDA
was to assist in the Gleichschaltung, the bringing into line, of German

minority groups such as the Sowjetdeutsche (pp. 47ff, 49ff).” These

agencies also investigated the Aryan blood lines of Germans living outside

the Reich.

Besides nazifying a number of private German agencies for their own

ambitions. Hitler and his associates infiltrated non-political, international

relief campaigns and used these campaigns to help spread their fascist

doctrines and beliefs. One such relief campaign was BrUder in Not, an

international organization that shipped aid to famine-stricken

Sowjetdeutsche in 1933 and 1934 (pp. 64ff). Buchsweiler notes that while

the stated aims of the campaign were entirely humanitarian, the Nazis were

able to infiltrate it early on when the Nazi agent Dr. Ewald Ammende was

appointed director of Briider in Not (p. 65). With Ammende as director, the

Nazis used the campaign as a smoke screen for propaganda attacks against

the Soviet Union. Although few Westerners suspected the campaign to be a

Nazi front, Buchsweiler contends that from the beginning the Soviets rec-

ognized the true intentions behind the Briider in Not campaign. The Soviets

complained that the Nazis were unduly exaggerating the severity of the

famine, while at the same time using the shipment of food parcels as a

pretext for establishing illegal contacts with the Sowjetdeutsche (pp. 64f).

Nazi jingoists also created new Reich organizations intended not only

to keep alight the flame of Germanism among German minorities, but also

to mobilize these minorities into German fifth columns. According to

Buchsweiler, Reich and Party organizations such as Auslandsorganisation

der NSDAP {AO), the Volksdeutsche Mittelstelle (VoMi), and the

Forschungsstelle des Russlanddeutschtums (FstR) were often employed as

facades for Nazi SS and Ahwehr operations (pp. 46, 52ff, 83ff).’‘ For ex-

ample, the VoMi—created to coordinate many of the policies and programs

concerning German minorities after 1937—was under the direction of

Ohergruppenfuhrer W. Lorenz, a high-ranking SS officer (pp. 52f). At the

same time, the FstR—an organization established to help collect informa-

tion about all ethnic Germans who had been or were still living in the

U.S.S.R.—provided the German Ahwehr with important lists of ethnic

Germans living in the Soviet Union. In return for its services, the FstR

received much of its financial support from the Ahwehr in 1938 and 1939

(p. 84). Buchsweiler concludes from this that, as the Second World War
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was drawing nigh, the SS and the Ahwehr saw these Reich organizations as

indispensable in their designs for organizing a German fifth column in the

Soviet Union. Indeed, as Hitler looked longingly toward the Soviet Union,

and particularly Ukraine, as the ultimate answer for sufficient Lehensraum,

these Reich organizations appeared to be useful handmaidens of his policy

of Drang nach Osten.

Between 1933 and 1939 the Nazis invested considerable time, effort,

and capital in creating a complex network of organizations intended to

exploit the latent loyalties of German minorities. But the proving ground

for determining how successful these organizations were in establishing

German fifth columns among these minorities was the Second World War.

Buchsweiler mentions that in some countries, such as Poland and

Czechoslovakia, there were well-established German fifth columns which,

through espionage and sabotage, greatly assisted the Nazis in securing

military control of these countries (pp. 98ff).’^ Moreover, the German

Wehrmacht was met in these countries by jubilant ethnic Germans who

viewed the Nazis as liberators coming from the Fatherland. But when the

Wehrmacht rolled across the borders of the Soviet Union on 22 June 1941,

it was to meet a very different reception (p. 276). In contrast to the

welcome in Poland and Czechoslovakia, there were not ecstatic crowds of

ethnic Germans in Ukraine greeting the German troops as their saviours

from Soviet oppression. Instead, the majority of Soviet Germans in Ukraine

met their “blood brethren” with cold caution, hesitant at first of showing

too much enthusiasm for their new conquerors (pp. 307ff). It was only

when the Sowjetdeiitsche were convinced that the German occupation was

not going to be temporary that their reticence dissipated.

To account for the initially reserved reception of the German

Wehrmacht by the Sowjetdeutsche in Ukraine, Buchsweiler posits two

reasons. The first was the Soviet Germans’ fear that if they were caught

collaborating with the Nazis, Soviet reprisals against the ethnic German

communities would be forthcoming. Buchsweiler states that as soon as

Hitler broke his peace treaty with Stalin and invaded the U.S.S.R., the

Soviet government immediately suspected and accused all Sowjetdeutsche

(who in 1941 numbered about 1.5 million), and particularly the Ukrainian

Sowjetdeutsche (about 420,000), of being in league with the Nazis (pp.

277ff, 397). Now the scapegoats of anti-Nazi odium, large populations of

Soviet Germans were either sent to labour camps, drafted into the army, or

deported to western Siberia and central Asia (approximately 100,000

Ukrainian Germans were deported between 22 June 1941 and the conquest

[p. 288], and on 28 August 1941 the Soviet Presidium ordered the entire
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Volga German Republic to be exiled [p. 278]).’"^ Those populations which

the Soviets had been unable to conscript and deport, given the rapid

advance of the German army into various regions of Ukraine (particularly

the Odessa region), believed that the German occupation was temporary,

that the Soviets would soon return, and that they themselves would suffer

the same fate as their brethren. Moreover, many of the liberated

Sowjetdeutsche in Ukraine feared that Soviet agents were lurking in their

midst (pp. 308f). Thus, if they showed too much enthusiasm for the Nazi

conquest, or were seen to be cooperating with the Nazis, retribution would

follow if and when the Soviets recaptured these regions.

The second reason for the cool reception by the Soviet Germans in

Ukraine related to the inability of Nazi organizations (such as VDA, AO,

VoMi, and FstR) to establish a German fifth column in the Soviet bloc

prior to the German invasion (pp. 337ff, 384). Buchsweiler notes that these

organizations were unable to rip open a wide enough hole in Stalin’s Iron

Curtain to penetrate the Soviet Union effectively, capitalize on the

anti-Soviet sentiments of the Sowjetdeutsche, and successfully prepare the

Sowjetdeutsche for the German invasion and conquest. Thus, when the

German troops did arrive in Ukraine, they did not find a cadre of dedicated

ethnic Germans actively carrying out espionage and sabotage activities for

the glory of the Third Reich; instead, they found unorganized

Sowjetdeutsche who were generally illiterate in Nazi ideology and who,

when shown a picture of Hitler, more often than not had no inkling of who

he was (pp. 314ff). In addition, the information that the VDA, VoMi, FstR

and other such organizations were able to collect concerning the population

and location of Soviet German communities was often scanty, incomplete,

erroneous, and of very little help to the German Wehrmacht. In fact, the in-

formation about some regions was so exiguous that on a number of

occasions the Wehrmacht accidentally and unwittingly shelled Soviet

German villages (pp. 34 Iff). Thus, as the German army made its way

deeper into the Ukrainian heartland, it had to discover for itself where the

Soviet German settlements were.

The reserved reception of the German troops and the absence of a

German fifth column in Ukraine did not initially inspire great confidence

within the German Wehrmacht as to the military potential of the

Sowjetdeutsche. But Buchsweiler contends that after the German troops

started to mete out special privileges and treatment to people of German

origin, the reserve of the Sowjetdeutsche quickly dissipated. Soon many

Soviet Germans proceeded to collaborate with the Nazis in varying

degrees. Buchsweiler corroborates these observations with his detailed
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analysis of the German occupation in the Odessa region—a region

Buchsweiler employs as a test case for his study because of the significant

number of Sowjetdeutsche (130,000) who lived there during the occupation

and because of the prolonged fighting that occurred there at the beginning

of the invasion (p. 293). From his analysis, Buchsweiler observes that one

of the first indications that the Soviet Germans were entitled to special

treatment and privileges was given five days after the Nazis and their

Romanian allies encircled the city of Odessa on 10 August 1941. At that

time, Generaloherst E. von Schobert issued orders declaring that any

person who harmed the Sowjetdeutsche or mistreated their property was to

be executed (pp. 297f). To enforce these orders, the Wehrmacht enlisted

the aid of the SS Einsatzgruppen (p. 318). The tasks of these infamous

“special action teams” included not only purging the newly won Ukrainian

countryside of Jews and pro-Soviet sympathizers, but also protecting and

attending to the needs of the Sowjetdeutsche who had recently been

“liberated” (p. 319).'“’ Another SS unit which assisted in safeguarding the

Soviet Germans was the special commando company Brandenburg (p.

300). The assignment of this company—which on 13 August 1941 was

stationed in German settlements near the war front northwest of

Odessa—was not, as commonly believed, to carry out sabotage and

surveillance activities in the Soviet-occupied zone; rather, it was to protect

the local Soviet Germans and muster them into an effective fighting arm of

the Wehrmacht (pp. 300ff). Later, when Odessa was captured on 16

October 1941, and Hitler consigned to Romania the newly created

Transnistria (a sizable territory between the Dniester and Buh Rivers), the

Nazis set up other special SS units, such as the Sonderkommando “R”

{SkR), to work on behalf of the Sowjetdeutsche in this region (pp. 294,

295ff, 313ff). Although a Romanian governor administered Transnistria, the

SkR, along with Einsatzgruppe D, supervised Soviet German affairs,

protected the Soviet Germans (ironically, mostly from the Romanians), and

levied and armed several Soviet German Selhstschutz units within the

Romanian protectorate (pp. 318ff).

In German-held territories beyond the borders of Transnistria, other

Nazi organizations—such as the Reichministerium fur die hesetzten

Ostgehiete (OMI) and its subordinate agencies, Reichskommissariat

Ukraine and Kommando Dr. Stumpp—assisted the German Wehrmacht and

“special SS action” and commando units with Soviet German affairs in

Ukraine (pp. 322ff).’^ Buchsweiler reports that after the Wehrmacht and the

Einsatzgruppen militarily stabilized and secured a besieged region, the OMI
and its agencies moved into that region and assumed direction over civilian
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government. It was through the agency of the OMI (under the direction of

A. Rosenberg) that the Sowjetdeutsche received their lion’s share of

privileges (p. 329). According to Buchsweiler, the OMI not only granted

the Sowjetdeutsche special favours in matters such as food rations, housing,

property rights, taxation, marriage, and education, but also doled out to a

significant number of ethnic Germans important bureaucratic positions in

the local governments (pp. 329ff). In the religious sphere, the OMI
permitted many of the Soviet German churches—the vast majority of

which had been closed by the Soviets in 1935—to reopen their doors for

worship services (pp. 332f). The OMI also went to great lengths to fulfill

the desires of some Soviet Germans (who had been separated from their

fellow Germans for various reasons) to be reunited with their families and

friends in other German villages of Ukraine. To accomplish this, the Nazis

often commandeered homes from Jews and other “less desirables” in a par-

ticular German village, and moved into the expropriated homes those

Sowjetdeutsche wishing to relocate (pp. 334f). Efforts were also undertaken

to redistribute more farmland to the ethnic Germans. Although the

Sowjetdeutsche were not successful in persuading the German authorities to

dismantle the collective farms (kolkhozy) in Ukraine, they were the

beneficiaries of sizable tracts of land, farm implements and livestock, often

at the expense of their Jewish and Ukrainian neighbours (pp. 330f).

Undoubtedly, while the Sowjetdeutsche did not receive from the Nazis a

carte blanche in all economic, social, religious, and political affairs relating

to their communities, their perquisites were significant enough for the rest

of the population of Ukraine to regard them as a privileged group reaping

the benefits of their German lineage.

After becoming the recipients of Nazi benevolence, a significant

number of Sowjetdeutsche buried their qualms and turned a blind eye to the

Nazis’ “final solution” for the Jews, assisting in the German war effort, or

even participating in Nazi atrocities and war crimes. Buchsweiler supplies

damning evidence indicating that the majority of Sowjetdeutsche realized

soon after the German invasion what the fate of the Ukrainian Jew was

going to be, yet only a small minority voiced their concerns on behalf of

the Jews or safeguarded Jews from Nazi depredations (pp. 364ff, 372ff).'^

One possible factor contributing to the ostensibly widespread feeling of

apathy toward the plight of the Jews is that the Soviet Germans were

usually the donees of property and possessions of dispossessed and

murdered Jews (pp. 372f). Another factor relates to the long-standing

hatred that some Soviet Germans harboured against the Jews prior to the

outbreak of World War II. Buchsweiler notes that during the interwar
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period, Sowjetdeutsche often regarded the Jews as communists and Soviet

agents who profited from the Soviet collectivization schemes pertaining to

German settlements (pp. 233ff). With such feelings of animosity still

lurking after the German invasion, some Sowjetdeutsche had very little

sympathy for the Jewish plight, while others directly contributed to Jewish

tribulations. Buchsweiler reveals that a number of Soviet Germans who

enlisted in the Selhstschutz, German Wehrmacht, and Waffen SS served not

only as bureaucrats and interpreters, but also as military police and soldiers

whose duties included assisting in the extermination of the Semitic race

(pp. 358f, 375ff, 379ff, 386). Certainly Buchsweiler does not attribute to

the Sowjetdeutsche the leading role in the heinous crimes committed

against the Ukrainian Jews between the German invasion and retreat of

1943^, but he does argue that they played an important supporting role

which included everything from passive collaboration to active

participation (p. 386).

Without doubt, the subject of the Sowjetdeutsche in Ukraine, their

settlement in southern Russia, their persecuted existence during the

interwar period, their prewar relationship with the Nazis, and their

collaboration with the Nazis during the German occupation of Ukraine has

elicited a commendable effort from Buchsweiler. Not surprisingly,

Buchsweiler’s investigation dispels many misconceptions, and corrects

numerous oversimplifications that historians have entertained concerning

the role of the Sowjetdeutsche in Hitler’s Ostpolitik. Yet despite the many

strengths of Buchsweiler’s study, his work is flawed by weaknesses that

cannot be ignored. One such shortcoming relates to Buchsweiler’s

discussion of the question of a German fifth column among the

Sowjetdeutsche and his facile endeavour to reconcile the incompatible

historiographical views of Louis De Jong (who contends that prior to the

German invasion of Ukraine a German fifth column did not exist among

the Sowjetdeutsche [pp. 16, 384]) and Alexander Werth (who argues that a

German fifth column was already established among the Sowjetdeutsche

before 22 June 1941 [pp. 16, 384]).'*^ From his analysis, Buchsweiler

deduces that prior to the German invasion, the Nazis and their agencies

were unable to penetrate the Soviet border and collaborate with the Soviet

Germans to any significant degree. This conclusion buttresses De Jong’s

contention that a German fifth column did not exist. At the same time,

however, Buchsweiler asserts that this conclusion does not belie Werth’s

argument that the Soviet Germans did act as a fifth column. Buchsweiler

maintains that Werth too is correct, for once the German occupation was in

place, the Sowjetdeutsche served in espionage and military capacities and
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thus undertook the role of a fifth column. With arguments such as these,

Buchsweiler believes that he has harmonized the position of Werth with

that of De Jong. But has he? Readers will soon discover that Buchsweiler

has not really succeeded in harmonizing these two irreconcilable positions,

but instead has arbitrarily broadened the definition of “fifth column” to in-

clude what is usually termed collaboration activity during an occupation by

a foreign army (see esp. p. 337). According to the recently deceased

historian Stephan M. Horak, however, Buchsweiler’s understanding of fifth

column “is technically incorrect, for the very term ‘fifth column’ refers to

an element active in another country in the absence of an occupation army.

Therefore, one should speak only of collaboration, which should be

analyzed as to its voluntary, passive or forced beginnings.”’^ Indeed,

Buchsweiler’s tumid definition of the term “fifth column” is not only

“technically incorrect,” but also confuses the substantive issue—there is an

important distinction between fifth-column activity and post-invasion

collaboration.

Another weakness in Volksdeutsche in der Ukraine is Buchsweiler’s

neglect of the Ukrainian social, economic, and political milieu within

which the Sowjetdeutsche communities existed. Although Buchsweiler

provides his readers with a helpful and informative inquiry into the

relationship between the Sowjetdeutsche and their Jewish neighbors, he

does not include any comprehensive discussion of the economic, social,

and political intercourse which transpired between the ethnic Germans and

the Ukrainians. There is no serious analysis of the economic tensions and

social dynamics that characterized the relationship between these two

nationalities. It is also regrettable that Buchsweiler refrains from examining

what political aspirations, if any, the Soviet Germans shared with the

Ukrainians during the interwar period and the first years of World War II.

Such an examination would certainly have shed valuable light on the

relationship between the Sowjetdeutsche and Ukrainian nationalists who en-

tered the territory of Soviet Ukraine in the wake of the German invasion.

Some of these nationalist movements—such as the Organization of

Ukrainian Nationalists—were sympathetic to fascism and believed that the

Nazi conquest of Ukraine would lead to the restoration of an independent

Ukrainian state. Although these movements were ineffective in persuading

the Nazis to permit the existence of such a state, collectively they proved a

formidable political force that was influential throughout Ukraine.'”

Buchsweiler, however, does not even mention in passing these important

political phenomena of twentieth-century Ukrainian history, but leaves his

readers to guess for themselves what the Soviet Germans’ attitude
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generally was toward the concept of an independent Ukraine, what kind of

relationship existed between the Sowjetdeutsche and the Ukrainian

nationalist movements, and whether or not any Sowjetdeutsche participated

in these movements. Undeniably, Buchsweiler’s failure to examine the

Soviet Germans’ response to Ukrainian nationalism, as well as his sketchy

and truncated analysis of the Ukrainian social and economic context,

circumscribe the value of his work.

Readers might also cavil about Buchsweiler’s lopsided treatment of

the Sowjetdeutsche themselves. It is true that Buchsweiler admirably

delineates the cultural, economic, political, religious, educational, and

literary characteristics which distinguished the Sowjetdeutsche from other

national groups, but he neglects to define those characteristics which

differentiated the various Soviet German subgroups (Catholic, Protestant,

and Mennonite) from one another. Admittedly, Buchsweiler spares no

effort in documenting the fascinating story of the Mennonites in Ukraine,

and he includes two chapters (“The Mennonites” [pp. 111-16] and

“Canadian Mennonites—A Possible Parallel?” [pp. 91^]) that deal directly

and indirectly with this Anabaptist sect in southern Russia. But for the

reader interested in the distinctive religious, political, social, and economic

features of either the Catholic or Protestant Soviet German community, the

paucity of pages devoted to these subjects is disappointing. There are no

specific chapters or detailed analyses pertaining either to the Catholic or

the Protestant Sowjetdeutsche. Moreover, Buchsweiler’s observations

concerning the Mennonites are at times one-sided and askew. While

Buchsweiler frequently cites from Mennonite memoirs as well as from the

works of Mennonite historians to reinforce his observations, it is apparent

that he does not really appreciate the ethos and salient features of the

Mennonite faith and culture. Buchsweiler approaches the history of the

Mennonites as some Soviet scholars do—from a perspective that minimizes

many of the religious and ideological elements of the community, while

magnifying many of its social and economic features. At the same time,

Buchsweiler’s penchant for hyperbolizing the extent to which some

Mennonites in Ukraine compromised their religious beliefs and principles

during the Russian Civil War and the interwar period leaves the reader

with a biased and partisan impression of the Mennonite community. In his

discussion of the formation of Mennonite Selhstschutz units during the

Russian Civil War, for example, Buchsweiler makes a point of

emphasizing that those Mennonites who organized a Selhstschutz not only

acted as hypocrites, but reneged on an historic tradition of nonresistance

(pp. 118f). Yet Buchsweiler does not call attention to the fact that during
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this period the majority of Mennonites did not take part in Selhstschutz

activities or compromise their principles of nonresistance—in many

instances, Mennonites suffered death for their religious ideals?' By

highlighting some facts while downplaying or neglecting others,

Buchsweiler renders his analysis of the Mennonites less than accurate and

objective. As a result, readers must ultimately turn to other works, such as

John B. Toews’s Czars, Soviets and Mennonites, for a more balanced and

detailed examination of the history of the Mennonite community during

this period.'^

One other quibble remains. Concerning Buchsweiler’ s treatment of

the role that the Romanian allies played in Hitler’s effectuation of

Ostpolitik, one wishes that Buchsweiler had utilized more Romanian

sources in substantiating some of his observations. Undoubtedly,

Buchsweiler has marshalled an impressive array of German and Soviet

materials dealing with the Romanian war effort, and his scrupulous use of

German documents pertaining to Romania’s occupation of Transnistria is a

valuable object lesson demonstrating what can be done with such sources.

But the addition of Romanian state documents, war diaries, memoirs, and

personal correspondence would have given more credence to Buchsweiler’

s

findings and conclusions.

Taken collectively, however, the criticisms and questions raised here

do not significantly undermine the value of this book. Rather they are an

attempt to take seriously a substantial and provocative piece of work.

Volksdeutsche in der Ukraine, which is clearly Buchsweiler’s labour of

love, is a praiseworthy and erudite study. Whether or not historians agree

with all of Buchsweiler’s conclusions concerning the relationship of the

Sowjetdeiitsche to the Third Reich, all who peruse the pages of his work

will be challenged and rewarded in some way. For some historians, the

work will also serve as a sounding board on which to test their theories

concerning the role of the Sowjetdeutsche in Hitler’s Ostpolitik. With the

burgeoning number of books on the history of Central and Eastern

European German minorities prior to and during the Second World War,

Volksdeutsche in der Ukraine is indeed a valuable introduction to a widely

misunderstood period of East European history.
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Notes

'

“Fifth column” activity occurs in wartime when civilians behind the

defence lines of a particular country secretly assist the enemy by acting as spies,

saboteurs and propagandists. The term “fifth column” was coined by General

Emilio Mola (1887-1937) during the Spanish Civil War. He stated in a radio

speech in October 1936 that his four armed columns attacking Madrid would be

helped by a “fifth column” of General Franco’s agents and sympathizers within the

city. See Louis De Jong, The German Fifth Column in the Second World War,

trans. C. M. Geyl (London, 1956), 3ff.

^ For a work that views the Sowjetdeutsche in Ukraine as German fifth

columnists, see Alexander Werth, Russia at War 1941-1945 (London, 1964), 731,

814f. For a work which seeks to prove that there was no fifth column activity

among the Sowjetdeutsche, see De Jong, 235ff. Other works that attempt to address

the question of the relationship of the Sowjetdeutsche to the Nazis on the eve of

World War II and during the conflict include the following: Ingeborg Fleischhauer,

Das Dritte Reich und die Deutschen in der Sowjetunion (Stuttgart, 1983), 47ff,

86ff; Frank H. Epp, Mennonite Exodus (Altona, 1962), 35 Iff; Fred C. Koch, The

Volga Germans: In Russia and the Americas, From 1761 to the Present (University

Park, Pennsylvania, 1977), 283ff.

^ An English translation of the German title would be the following: Ethnic

Germans in the Ukraine on the Eve and at the Beginning of the Second World

War—A Case of Double Loyalty?

^ Two recent articles by Meir Buchsweiler on the subjects of the

Sowjetdeutsche and of German plans for aggression against the Soviet Union during

the 1930s are the following: “Probleme der Sowjetdeutschen Literatur zwischen den

Weltkriegen,” Jahrhuch des Institutes fiir Deutsche Geschichte [Israel] 12 (1983):

285-316; “Menetekel. Der Sowjetrussische Marschall M. Tuchatschewski warnt im

Marz 1935 vor Deutschen Aggression-planen,” Jahrhuch des Institutes fiir Deutsche

Geschichte [Israel] 13 (1984): 351-65.

^ See also Joseph S. Height, Homesteaders on the Steppe (Bismarck, 1975),

1-368; Koch, The Volga Germans: In Russia and the Americas, From 1763 to the

Present, 4ff.; John B. Toews, “Cultural and Intellectual Aspects of the Mennonite

Experience in Russia,” Mennonite Quarterly Review 53 (1979): 137-59; John B.

Toews, “Emergence of Early German Industry in the South Russian Colonies,”

Mennonite Quarterly Review 55 (1981): 289-371.

^ See also John B. Toews, Czars, Soviets and Mennonites (Newton, Kansas,

1982), 79-94; John B. Toews, “The Origins and Activities of the Mennonite

Selbstschutz in the Ukraine (1918-1919),” Mennonite Quarterly Review 46 (1972):

5^0; John B. Toews, “The Halbstadt Volost 1918-1922: A Case Study of the

Mennonite Encounter with Early Bolshevism,” Mennonite Quarterly Review 48

(1974): 489-514.
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^ Some other works that also examine the history of the Sowjetdeutsche, and

particularly the Mennonites, during the 1920s include the following; Epp,

Mennonite Exodus, 28-50, 139-155; Heinrich Woelk and Gerhard Woelk, A

Wilderness Journey: Glimpses of the Mennonite Brethren Chureh in Russia

1925-1980, trans. Victor Doerksen (Fresno, 1982), 7-22; John B. Toews, ed.. The

Mennonites in Russia, 1917-1930: Selected Documents (Winnipeg, 1975); John B.

Toews, “The Mennonites and the Siberian Frontier 1907-1930: Some

Observations,” Mennonite Quarterly Review 47 (1973): 83-101; John B. Toews,

“The Russian Mennonites and the Military Question (1921-1927),” Mennonite

Quarterly Review 43 (1969): 153-68.

^ For an excellent analysis of the plight of the Ukrainian people during

Stalin’s terror, see Bohdan Krawchenko, Social Change and National

Consciousness in Twentieth-Century Ukraine (London, 1985), 113ff.

See also MacAlister Brown, “The Third Reich’s Mobilization of the

German Fifth Column in Eastern Europe,” Journal of Central European Affairs 19,

no. 2 (1959): 128-J8.

For an interesting discussion of Hitler’s understanding of Lehensraum and

his ideological and political arguments for the occupation of Ukraine, see Ihor

Kamenetsky, Hitler’s Occupation of the Ukraine (1941-1944): A Study of

Totalitarian Imperialism (Milwaukee, 1956), 2-17; Ihor Kamenetsky, Secret Nazi

Plans for Eastern Europe: A Study of Lehensraum Policies (New York, 1961), 25ff,

49ff.

" See also Anthony Komjathy and Rebecca Stockwell, German Minorities

and the Third Reich (New York, 1980), 6-15.

For an exhaustive examination of the activities of the VoMi prior to and

during the Second World War, see Valdis O. Lumans, “The Volksdeutsche

Mittelstelle and the German National Minorities of Europe” (Ph. D. dissertation.

University of North Carolina, 1979).

For more detailed investigations of the formation of German fifth columns

in Central and East European countries (particularly in Poland and Czechoslovakia),

see De Jong, The German Eifth Column in the Second World War, 39-297;

Komjathy and Stockwell, German Minorities and the Third Reich, 17-166.

From his analysis, Buchsweiler concludes that approximately three-quarters

of the entire Soviet German population remained on the Soviet side of the front

throughout the war. The majority of these Sowjetdeutsche were either conscripted

into the army or deported to other regions. Thus, only about one-quarter of the

Soviet Germans actually lived under the Nazi occupation (p. 384). For an analysis

of Soviet deportations of Soviet Germans, see Robert Conquest, The Nation Killers:

The Soviet Deportation of Nationalities (London, 1970), 105ff.

A comprehensive analysis of the activities of the Einsatzgruppen during

World War II can be found in Raul Hilberg, The Destruction of the European Jews

(Chicago, 1961), 182ff.
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An excellent discussion of the affairs of the OMI in Ukraine can be found

in Alexander Dallin, German Rule in Russia 1941-1945, 2nd edition (Boulder,

Colorado, 1981), 107-81.

See also Hilberg, The Destruction of the European Jews, 295ff., 329ff.

See also De Jong, The German Fifth Column in the Second World War,

235ff.; Werth, Russia at War 1941-1945, 731, 814f.

Stephan M. Horak, Review of Volksdeutsche in der Ukraine am Vorahend

und Beginn des Zweiten Weltkriegs—ein Fall doppelter Loyalitdt? by Meir

Buchsweiler. Slavic Review 44 (Winter 1985): 746.

For a lucid treatment of the role of Ukrainian nationalist movements on

the eve of and during World War II, see John A. Armstrong, Ukrainian

Nationalism, 2nd ed. (New York, 1963).

C. J. Dyck, ed.. An Introduction to Mennonite History (Scottdale,

Pennsylvania, 1981), 182.

“ See Toews, Czars, Soviets and Mennonites, 79ff.
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BOOK REVIEWS

IVO BANAC AND FRANK E. SYSYN, eds., with the assistance of ULIANA M.

PASICZNYK. CONCEPTS OF NATIONHOOD IN EARLY MODERN EASTERN
EUROPE (Special Issue of Han’ard Ukrainian Studies, X, No. 3/4, December

1986). Cambridge, Mass.: Ukrainian Research Institute, Harvard University, 1987.

viii, 327 pp.

For most of this century. East European scholars, fascinated by the long

perspective of ethnic attachments, have been publishing important comparative

studies of the origins of nations. During the interwar period Poles took the lead,

with such works as Marcel Handelsman’s “Le role de la nationalite dans I’histoire

du Moyen Age” (Proceedings of the Sixth International Congress of Historical

Sciences, Oslo, 1928) and Marjan Jedlicki, “Les rapports entre la Pologne et

I’Empire” (Seventh Congress, Warsaw, 1933). In the interwar period, despite

adverse political trends, Poles and Hungarians continued the traditional concern for

the national factor in history, as several collective works cited below indicate. It is

highly appropriate that the self-consciously national community of Ukrainians in

North America should now sponsor a broad symposium on the more recent origins

of national identity as an independent variable in societal development.

In principle, as the title indicates, the present publication is restricted to the

early modem period, i.e., to the sixteenth-eighteenth centuries. In practice—to our

great benefit—symposium contributors have treated this mandate flexibly. In his

lead article, Omeljan Pritsak draws on his immense knowledge of the medieval

period to trace the concept of Kiev as a “sacral idea,” and Jerzy Ochmahski

outlines the entire development of the Lithuanian nation. Keith Hitchins’s

discussion of the religious and national consciousness of Transylvanian Romanians

concentrates on the last decades of early modern developments, while, of course,

Hugh L. Agnew’s treatment of Josephinism and Bohemia really verges on the

modern period. Generally, though, the authors do focus on early modern turning

points in their subjects. Frank Sysyn, Teresa Chynczewska-Hennel, and Zenon

Kohut present monographs on specific aspects of the Cossack period central to

emergent Ukrainian nationhood. In covering various aspects of religion and lan-

guage among South and East Slavs, Harvey Goldblatt, Paul Bushkovitch, and James

Cracraft also adhere to the assigned chronological limits. The biographical essays

(Ivan Golub on Krizanic, Ivo Banac on Vitezovic, and Radovan Samardzic on

Brankovic) are dedicated to South Slav national pioneers of the late seventeenth

and early eighteenth centuries.

The six scholars (Chynczewska-Hennel, Laszlo Benczedi, Golub, Ochmahski,

Samardzic, and Janusz Tazbir) from East European countries significantly broaden

the scope of the symposium. With the exception of Chynczewska-Hennel, who is
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exemplary in her use of up-to-date sources in many languages, these contributors

rely heavily on somewhat older works in their own languages. Since few scholars

commmand all the East European languages, such summaries of research findings

in them are valuable. Nevertheless, one may regret that the East European

contributions omit very important publications from adjoining countries such as La

Renaissance et la Reformation en Pologne et en Hongrie (Budapest, 1963) and

Nouvelles etudes historiques puhliees a L occasion du XIIe congres international

des sciences historiques (Budapest, 1965)—or, for more remote background,

L’ Europe au IXe-XIe siecles: Aux origines des etats nationaux (Polish Academy of

Sciences, 1968). Most striking is the omission of major interpretations of

Sarmatism. Several contributors refer to this myth; but even Tazbir, for whom the

concept is central, does not refer to Andreas Angyal, Die slawische Barockwelt

(Leipzig, 1961) or the more recent article by Jerzy Michalski, “Le Sarmatisme et le

probleme d’europeisation de la Pologne,” in Vera Zimanyi, ed.. La Pologne et la

Hongrie aux XVIe-XVIIIe siecles (Budapest, 1981). Unfortunately, several Western

contributors also neglect recent literature on their subjects. This may be partly due

to an inordinate time-lag between paper presentations and publication. But reference

to Emanuel Turczynski, Konfession und Nation: Zur Fruhgeschichte der serhischen

und rumdnischen Nationalhildung (Diisseldorf, 1976) and Peter Sugar, ed.. Ethnic

Diversity and Conflict in Eastern Europe (Santa Barbara, 1980) might have led sev-

eral contributors to take somewhat different positions.

Most of the contributions represent a considerable conceptual advance over

earlier symposia on East European nation-building. Authors like Pritsak

demonstrate a sophisticated awareness that myth construction was the crucial ele-

ment in pre-nationalist evolution. Although several authors (especially Tazbir)

emphasize with good reason the role of such classes as the szlachta in

nation-formation, Marxist-Leninist influences appear to be superficial even in East

European contributors’ pieces. In fact, room remains for more economic data and

interpretation, especially concerning urban influences.

Several authors adopt a stringent definition of nationhood. James Cracraft

appears to limit it to the age of nationalism: “I view the concept of the nation-state

as an element, even a product, of nationalism” (p. 527, note 13). Bushkovitch

criticizes the notion that national consciousness arises only in the modern era; but,

because he considers that Great Russian nationalism really arose only during the

nineteenth century, he does draw a sharp line (for his own specialty) between

modem and pre-modem periods. Such a stringent conception of the relation be-

tween nationalism and nation-state is associated with emphasis on language as the

prime defining characteristic of ethnic groups. This works well in discussing

Russians, for (see Kohut, p. 571) it can be argued that their language did not

emerge as a distinctive vehicle until Mikhail Lomonosov developed the “three

styles” conception of literary expression.

Nevertheless, there are alternative ways of conceiving nationhood. One

emphasizes the significance of ways of life. In discussing Sarmatism, Tazbir

approaches such an interpretation (which is mentioned by other contributors). More
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intensive analysis of Sarmatism as the “equestrian lifestyle” attractive to very

diverse gentries in the eighteenth century might have deepened our understanding

of the interplay between elite ways of life and identity. Probably more generally

important as an alternative method of approaching nationhood is consideration of

distinctive religious cultures as continuous with ethnicity rather than as contrasting

identity patterns. In fact, most contributors devote the larger part of their treatments

to religious factors, but (in this reviewer’s opinion) draw too sharp a line between

religious identity, predominant for centuries, and “modern” nationalism, nominally

secular but often (as the contemporary Middle East demonstrates) perpetuating

intense religious identities. One reason such continuity is depreciated, perhaps, is

the virtual ignoring in this volume of diaspora elements (Jews, Armenians, etc.)

present in Eastern Europe, whose persistence has obviously depended on religious

peculiarity. Finally, as an alternative path to the nation-state one might consider

instances (familiar in Western Europe and perhaps represented in the east by

Russia) in which dynastic polities formed a nation, and thereafter used nationalism

as a kind of ideology to uphold the state.

No doubt analysts will long disagree on the relative validity of alternative

interpretations presented in this volume or suggested above. For the present,

fleshing out alternative conceptual schemes by detailed and reliable historical data,

as the contributors to this volume have skillfully done, is a most valuable aid to our

understanding of nationhood. The work will be especially useful to comparative

analyses of national emergence, which have often found it difficult to grapple with

the complexities of East European experience so cogently elucidated in these pages.

John A. Armstrong

Professor Emeritus, University of Wisconsin-Madison

BOHDAN S. KORDAN AND LUBOMYR Y. LUCIUK. ANGLO-AMERICAN
PERSPECTIVES ON THE UKRAINIAN QUESTION 1938-1951: A
DOCUMENTARY COLLECTION. Kingston, Ontario/Vestal, New York: The

Limestone Press, 1987. 242 pp.

Lubomyr Y. Luciuk and Bohdan Kordan are to be commended for compiling

this collection of 54 documents dealing with Western responses to the Ukrainian

question from 1938 to 1951. The compilers culled these documents from

government archives in Great Britain, the United States and Canada.

The collection and publication of these documents is an attempt to “indicate

the pattern of the relationship between the Ukrainian independence movement and

the leading powers of the western alliance” (p. vii). While we learn little that would

surpise us, the collection is a valuable source for the study of great-power decision

making in regard to the aspirations of submerged nationalities.

Journal of Ukrainian Studies 13, no. 1 (Summer 1988)
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The foreword by Hugh A. MacDonald of the London School of Economics

is entitled “The Ukrainian Question in the Context of Great Power Conflict.”

MacDonald uses this essay as a vehicle to “examine more generally the dynamics

of nationalism in the experience of creating, or failing to create, new states” (p.

xxiii).

MacDonald examines American policy toward the British and French

empires after the Second World War and concludes that the American policy of

supporting third-world nationalisms was of fundamental importance in the

dissolution of those empires and the formation of a multitude of new nation-states.

But the conditions that attended decolonization in the third world never existed in

Europe. In giving a general outline of the development of modem Eastern Europe,

MacDonald shows that nation-building and the creation of new states there closely

followed great-power considerations. On the other hand, particular circumstances

sometimes allowed submerged nationalities to create states. MacDonald emphasizes

the highly contradictory circumstances in which nation-building took place during

the period from the mid-nineteenth century to the peace settlement following the

First World War. Thus, referring to Ukrainian nationalism, MacDonald states that

“it has been smothered, divided, and driven to distraction by working through those

very same dynamics of change which in other places have led secessionist

movements to success in creating new states” (p. xxix). MacDonald suggests that

Ukrainian nationalism has not yet found itself in the proper international circum-

stances in which it could achieve its goal.

The introduction by Luciuk and Kordan presents an excellent survey of the

Ukrainian nationalist movement and the situation in Ukraine from the end of the

First World War to 1951. The Anglo-American view, as revealed by the

documents, is integrated into the introduction and a thoughtful analysis is provided.

One’s strongest impression after reading this volume is that, as the compilers

state, western politicians dealt with the Ukrainian national question in a consistently

cynical or indifferent manner (p. viii) and that high politics and a preference for the

status quo made Ukrainian nationalist aspirations unattainable. As Luciuk and

Kordan state in their introduction, to identify lack of national consciousness among

Ukrainians as the main reason for their inability to create a sovereign state is to

oversimplify (p. 1). They correctly go on to say that modem liberation movements

rarely succeed unless they are afforded external support or benevolent

non-interference (p. 1). But they appear to be mistaken when they say that

Anglo-American reluctance to support Ukrainian nationalist aspirations was,

arguably, as much to blame for the defeat of those aspirations as were German or

Soviet imperialist ambitions (p. 2). This would only be true if the British and

Americans had ever contemplated support for Ukrainian independence as a viable

policy. In fact, they had been concerned before the war that an independent Ukraine

would be, at best, a German client state. After the war, the Yalta agreement

removed the question of Ukrainian independence from the political agenda. Thus it

can be said that Ukraine attracted Anglo-American attention only when the

machinations of some hostile power threatened the status quo or, after the Second
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World War, when it offered the prospect of destabilizing the USSR. Traditionally,

the area had been of no essential interest to the United States; and if

Czechoslovakia, to British minds, had been “a faraway country” inhabited by

“people of whom we know nothing,” then Ukraine was even more distant. As one

British official put it, “East Galicia is outside our beat and always will be” (p. 73).

The documents themselves deal with the pre-war, wartime, and post- or cold

war periods. They cover a wide variety of subjects and represent a considerable

range of sources, primarily official correspondence between diplomatic

representatives abroad and their respective foreign services, as well as

intragovemmental memoranda. The minutes and attached comments that follow

many of the documents offer interesting personal glimpses of policy-makers. More

than two-thirds of the documents are of British or Canadian origin.

The documents show that the Anglo-Americans were reasonably well

informed about events in Eastern Europe. Some predictions were not, in retrospect,

sound, but others, such as an American brief dated December 1938 which stated

that “an actual German thrust vis-a-vis the Soviet might spell an eventual trap for

Germany” (p. 30), proved accurate. It should be pointed out that only a very few of

these documents are addressed to the highest levels of the political leadership of

Great Britain, the United States and Canada, and none come down from these

sources. Other than the transcript of an Eden-Stalin conversation dated 17

December 1942 (pp. 123-31), no record is given of thinking at the very highest

levels.

On the evidence of this book, the British and Americans appear to have been

most concerned with three specific matters: the Ukrainian problem as it related to

Poland (docs. 9-13, 19, 23, 26); Germany’s attempt to create a puppet state in

Ukraine (docs. 2-5); and the Soviet Union’s role in Ukraine. Before the

German-Soviet war Britain considered the USSR a hostile power and even

contemplated fomenting an insurrection in Ukraine (doc. 11). After the German

invasion of the USSR, policy changed, and the prime concern was to keep Stalin

on side. The especially touchy subject of the Soviet Union’s western frontiers

caused major diplomatic problems for the western Allies (docs. 19, 23, 26). The

wartime American and Canadian documents deal almost exclusively with North

American concerns, especially the political orientation of Ukrainians in Canada and

the USA (docs. 14-18, 20-21, 24-25, 30). The post-war documents deal with

reports on the Ukrainian resistance movement (docs. 28, 36, 39, 42, 44, 47, 49); the

question of Ukrainian Displaced Persons in Western Europe (docs. 34-35, 37, 46);

and the prospects of exploiting Ukrainian nationalists against the Soviet Union

(docs. 49-50, 52-54).

Some documents offer piquant insights into the decision-making process. For

example, Frank Savery, an official with the British Embassy to Poland in France in

1940, is characterized in the following manner: “while Mr. Savery has an

unrivalled knowledge of the facts of the Ukrainian question, he may not be a good

advisor on policy. My experience of him has been that he thinks, in these matters,

more as a Pole than as an Englishman” (p. 67). The prospect of Ukrainian
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independence led to research on the historicity of the Ukrainian people. “Some

authorities” consulted by the British Department of Overseas Trade for the Foreign

Office assert that “Ukrainians are of artificial origin without any real claim of race

distinction and are in fact a collection of magnificent scally-wags” (p. 45).

Some of the compilers’ editorial decisions deserve to be questioned. The

inclusion of Canadian documents is surprising when one considers that Canada

played no role in Eastern Europe. As the compilers themselves point out, Canada’s

foreign policy closely followed the general Anglo-American line (p. vii). Since the

introduction promises an analysis of “the relationship between the Ukrainian

independence movement and the leading powers of the western alliance” (p. vii),

the omission of France is puzzling. Surely, in 1938, France was a leading power in

the western alliance with vital interests in Poland, with which she had close historic

relations and treaty obligations. France also had an interest in Soviet developments.

Thus the condition of Ukrainians in those states was probably of some concern to

France. Furthermore, while the compilers state that 1938-51 is “not an arbitrary

demarcation” (p. vii), one questions why these dates were chosen. While the

Munich crisis or events that subsequently unfolded in Carpatho-Ukraine provide

logieal starting points for such a study, the documents do not deal with them. Nor

does 1951 strike one as a pivotal year in Anglo-American policy toward eastern

Europe—certainly the documents give no such indication.

The lack of annotation is disturbing. By failing to put the documents into

their historical context, the compilers have made the volume less useful than it

could have been, especially for the non-specialist. Organizations, personalities and

events are passed over without comment, the authors of the documents assuming

previous knowledge on the part of their readers. For example, not everyone will

recognize Father Voloshin (sic, p. 61) as the president of Carpatho-Ukraine. The

lack of information about the authors of documents and minutes (their position in

government; their relations with the ministers who supervised them) makes it

difficult to judge the importance of their views for policy-making. It makes a

considerable difference whether the author is a high-level civil servant who has the

ear of cabinet or a low-ranking diplomat making a routine report. Information is

not given consistently in the titles assigned to each document by the compilers

(e.g., the British foreign secretary is not named in doc. 1 but is named in doc. 5).

There is no index. The select bibliography, surprisingly, fails to list any major

study of British or American foreign policy in Eastern Europe.

These criticisms aside, the compilers have done a great service by collecting

and publishing these documents. Let us hope that a properly annotated volume

presenting pre-1938 documents will be forthcoming.

Ostap Skrypnyk

University of Alberta
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ALBERT P. VAN GOUDOEVER. THE LIMITS OF BESTALINIZATION IN THE
SOVIET UNION: REHABILITATIONS IN THE SOVIET UNION SINCE STALIN.

Translated by Frans Hijkoop. New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1986. 276 pp.

Can a molehill ever be made out of a mountain? Apparently so. There is a

mountain of facts crammed between the covers of this book, but whether it all

amounts to anything more than a hill of beans is doubtful. The author presents a

great deal of information about the rehabilitation of victims of the Stalinist terror,

yet the reader is at a loss to know what it all means. It will require other scholars

to make the mountain of facts in this book meaningful.

The rehabilitation of Stalin’s victims was as Orwellian as their original

victimization. This book, by a Dutch scholar, brings us no closer to understanding

either phenomenon. That may be because it seems unable to decide what kind of

study it is, a study in policy-making or law or an exercise in historical

fact-gathering. It “deals with the forms, aspects and significance of the phenomenon

of rehabilitation in the Soviet Union between 1953 and 1980’’ (p. 1), but lacks

historical as well as theoretical reference points to make it meaningful. What the

author has done here is to comb the periodical and daily press, and the

encyclopedias, for all possible mentions of those who suffered repression in the

1930s; what the rationale may have been for rehabilitating or not rehabilitating var-

ious categories or particular individuals remains a mystery. So, indeed, is the very

business of sifting through all of this published material. As the author himself

says, “Nothing is known about the relation between the mention of names of

victims in the press, the appearance of a biographical note, the registration of a

name in a source edition and formal rehabilitation” (p. 81). Counting the victims,

then, becomes only an exercise in self-induced psychological depression.

Readers of this Journal will nevertheless find a few redeeming features in

the volume under review. There is the author’s ingenious method of calculating that

approximately two million political prisoners were released from the gulags after

Stalin’s death (p. 46 and Appendix A). There is a relatively lengthy case study of

the Ukrainian Old Bolshevik, H.I. Petrovsky (pp. 173-80), and several mentions of

Mykola Skrypnyk. In general, the policy of rehabilitation pursued in the period

studied is best characterized as timid, especially as regards persons condemned as

“bourgeois nationalists.”

Among the book’s lesser deficiencies are its translation into English, its

eccentric transliteration system, which in places is downright wrong, its

proofreading, and the extreme minuteness of the typeface used for the notes, which

makes them just barely legible without the aid of a magnifying glass. Its major

shortcoming, as mentioned, is the lack of any apparent unifying idea or theoretical

framework that would enable an assessment of the significance of the findings to

be made or that would explain why the findings were sought in the first place. It

contains four appendices and a bibliography, as well as indexes of contents and

names.
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Now that Mikhail Gorbachev has tentatively reopened the Pandora’s box of

Stalin’s “excesses,” the topic of rehabilitation has regained currency. The

publication of Professor van Goudoever’s study is a timely event, providing

background information to present events. But it will take other scholars to make

sense of what the Soviets are doing in the act of political rehabilitation.

Bohdan Harasymiw

University of Calgary

NORMAN PENNER. CANADIAN COMMMUNISM: THE STALIN YEARS AND
BEYOND. Toronto: Methuen, 1988. 319 pp.

Norman Penner’s Canadian Communism is the latest addition to the rapidly

growing literature on the Communist Party of Canada (CPC). It differs from other

works on the subject by trying to cover sixty years of party history in three

hundred-odd pages and by attempting to “compare the British, Canadian and

American Communist parties, at each stage of their development, as part of my
study of the history of the Canadian Party” (p. vii). This approach has considerable

merit, provided the author has a good grasp of communist politics and can docu-

ment his assertions. The reader’s confidence in Penner’s ability to master the

intricacies of Soviet guidance of communist parties is not enhanced when he fails

to provide a source in support of his bold statement that Stalin “insisted” that the

communists remain “at all costs” (p. 221) in the coalition governments formed in

Western Europe in the wake of the Wehrmachfs defeat.

Narrative rather than analysis dominates most of the eleven chapters. The

emphasis is very much on the Stalinist period of the CPC. The pre-1917 roots of

Canadian communism are ignored. The years 1957-81 are dismissed in seventeen

pages, even though the CPC produced an interesting critique of the Canadian state

and economy and the communists did influence the growing peace movement. In

his conclusion, Penner muses over the impact of Stalin’s blunders on the

communist movement outside the USSR before turning to Gorbachev, who “wants

to make changes of a more fundamental nature than those he has undertaken so far”

(p. 292).

In general Penner’s account of the rise and fall of the CPC confirms what

has been known since the publication of Ivan Avakumovic, The Communist Party

in Canada. A History (1975), and the communists’ own version of what happened

in Canada' s Party of Socialism. History of the Communist Party of Canada,

1921-1976 (1982). On some aspects of party history, Penner does provide new and

useful information. This is especially true of his description of communist efforts to

regain legal status and seek release from internment after the invasion of the Soviet

Union, a topic that Penner has studied with the help of declassified documents and

proceedings of the House of Commons Committee on the Defence of Canada

Journal of Ukrainian Studies 13, no. 1 (Summer 1988)
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Regulations. No less interesting are some of his remarks on the communist role in

the labour unions in the 1920s, on communist attempts to provide a more attractive

party programme at the height of the Cold War, and the debilitating controversies

that shook the CPC leadership after Khrushchev’s revelations of Stalin’s crimes.

Unfortunately, several major weaknesses overshadow these contributions to

our understanding of the communist phenomenon in Canada. Given the emphasis

on moves and reactions of the top party leaders in Canada and their overseers in

Moscow, in the Communist Party of the United States and elsewhere, Canadian

Communism is history “from above” rather than at the grass roots. The reader will

gain no insight into the communist ambiance in the 1930s and 40s, into what the

rank-and-file party members did to further the communist cause and how they

coped with indifference and hostility at the workplace. Penner’s unwillingness to

discuss this aspect of the communist movement is all the more surprising as he is

in a very good position to throw light on the matter in view of his long

involvement in party activities. Equally disappointing is his failure to tackle the

thorny subject of party finances and the way in which the Comintern, the

Cominform and other international communist organizations transmitted advice and

directives to their Canadian comrades. Some of those who were very much

involved in raising and transferring funds or who acted as glorified messengers are

still with us and could have told Penner a thing or two.

Most disappointing of all is Penner’s failure to give proper consideration to

the ethnic factor in the fortunes of the CPC. In the short chapter devoted to the

subject Penner gives no indication that he has perused the communist ethnic press,

let alone Soviet publications in Russian and Ukrainian that discussed the

performance and problems of “mass organizations” and of the CPC. The same fate

befalls most of the writings of Canadian scholars who have made a valuable

contribution to our understanding of communist activity in this or that ethnic group.

Instead, Penner, the recipient of a “generous grant” (p. x), and his “seven trained

research students” (p. vii) have relied primarily on statements in English by

communist leaders in charge of party work in the Ukrainian Canadian and other

ethnic communities. The Ukrainian Labour Earmer Temple Association (ULETA)

and its successors receive very little attention once the dust has settled in the

conflict between the spokespersons of the ULETA and Tim Buck in the late 1920s

and early 30s. From then on the communist-led Ukrainian organizations are largely

ignored until Penner discusses the debate in Canadian communist circles over the

nationality policies of the CPSU in Ukraine in the 1960s. Under the circumstances

the reader is not made aware of the sources of communist strength among

Ukrainians, Jews and Finns until the 1950s, of the determined communist efforts to

maximize their influence among those who were not of Anglo-Saxon or French

origin, or of the bitter hostility that the communists and the USSR aroused among

many Canadians of East European extraction at a time when significant segments

of WASP opinion were sympathetic to major Soviet and Canadian communist

initiatives. The result is a flawed history of the CPC and an additional inducement
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to scholars to examine an important aspect of the communist movement in Canada

that Penner has neglected.

Ivan Avakumovic

University of British Columbia

OLEH WOLOWYNA (ed.). ETHNICITY AND NATIONAL IDENTITY:

DEMOGRAPHIC AND SOCIOECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF PERSONS
WITH UKRAINIAN MOTHER TONGUE IN THE UNITED STATES. Cambridge,

Mass.: Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute, 1986, xii, 176 pp.

Amid the dearth of reports on Ukrainians in the United States, any major

new publication in that area should be hailed with grateful enthusiasm. Even so, the

volume edited by Oleh Wolowyna and published in the HURI Sources and

Documents Series merits special attention. For one, it is the first systematic foray

into the sociography of American Ukrainians in nearly fifty years. Secondly, rather

than being a tour de force by one individual (as were the earlier works of, for ex-

ample, Bachynsky and Halich), it is the product of the joint efforts of a sizeable

group of scholars, both Ukrainian and non-Ukrainian. And thirdly, notwithstanding

its descriptive demogaphic-statistical orientation, it has a firm analytical focus that

both clarifies the rationale of the study and lends it thematic unity: the juxtaposition

of data that suggest “Ukrainian-Americans are becoming harder to distinguish as a

group from other Americans” with the question of identity retention, which is as

much a matter of concern to the Ukrainian community as it is of theoretical impor-

tance to the sociology of ethnicity. Awareness of this tension between the

Ukrainians’ stake in socio-economic assimilation and their desire to hold on to their

ethnic-national distinctiveness is shared by all the contributors, with Myron

Kuropas and Charles Keely pointing to its source in an underlying value dilemma

and Wsevolod Isajiw reminding us that many of the assertions as well as fears in

this area are still, at this point, unexamined assumptions.

The editor’s introduction alerts the reader to methodological problems

inherent in the data and affecting the conclusions that can be supported by them. Of

central importance here is the fact that most of the information comes from the

1970 census, which used the respondents’ “mother tongue” for ethnic identification.

Even though that did not mean the language spoken by the respondents but only

what was spoken in the home of their childhood, our subject pool, in effect,

encompasses (1) only between 20 and 40 per cent (depending on the estimate used)

of all Americans of Ukrainian descent, (2) only the least assimilated, and

(3) relatively few individuals to represent the third and subsequent generations.

While the second point is not necessarily a minus if one wants to focus on those

who are most likely to carry on the Ukrainian community, the other two more or

less severely limit the generalizability of the study’s conclusions to the entire
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Ukrainian-American population.

To this reviewer, another serious drawback of the data as presented is failure

to distinguish between the two main waves of immigration, so that the category

“foreign bom” contains the few still living “old” immigrants as well as those who

came after the Second World War; and, even more critically, the children of the

pioneers are placed under “native born, foreign parentage” together with the

progeny of the “new” immigrants. This not only precludes more refined analyses

and obscures essential differences of culture and ideology between immigrant

waves as well as age cohorts (by 1970, the “native bom, foreign parentage” of the

first wave were in their fifties or even older; those of the second wave, in their

twenties or younger), but statistically endows the two large categories with

potentially misleading aggregate traits that derive from, and yet cannot be traced to,

one or the other component. Thus, for example. Tables 6.2 and 6.5 show that the

percentage of individuals, both male and female, with 17 or more years of

schooling among “all Ukrainians” (i.e., the category that includes all foreign born)

is not only higher than for the “total U.S. white” population but also exceeds

“U.S.-born Ukrainians” (a fact erroneously reversed in the text on p. 123 but

mentioned correctly on p. 157). Plainly, this is a trait associated not with the “old”

immigration but with the recent refugees, and yet the taxonomy as it stands

conceals this. In fact, the only place where it is possible to distinguish between the

two major waves of immigrants and their descendants (thanks partly to ingenious

utilization of data from Halich’s 1937 study and partly to subdivision of the “native

bom, foreign parentage” by age) is Table 1.11, which shows how meaningful these

distinctions are: the “n.b., f.p.” under 25 years of age closely follow the residential

dispersion of their parental generation, the post-Second World War arrivals,

whereas those over 25 stay closer to theirs.

The introduction is followed by J. Fulton’s summary of selected demographic

characteristics, which offers, as a bonus, what looks like the most reasonable esti-

mate of the total number of persons of Ukrainian descent in the United States to

appear in some time. In turn, V. Bandera’s chapter, “The Ukrainians Among Us,”

helps set the stage by providing a useful survey of the history and organizational

structure of the Ukrainian-American community, emphasizing the amount and di-

rection of growth over the generations. (In view of the otherwise thorough

coverage, it would have been interesting to see some figures on Ukrainians in the

professions and in business, as well as on participation in U.S. politics).

Chapters by Wolowyna and Salmon (“Population Distribution and Internal

Migration”), Kincade (“Fertility and Marital Status”), Golscheider (“Family

Structure and Family Extension”), Wolowyna (“Socioeconomic Characteristics”),

and Magnani and Zimmer (“Residential and Housing Characteristics”)

systematically compare the statistical measures for Ukrainians with those for the

total U.S.—in the case of socioeconomic traits (education, occupation and income),

the total U.S. white—population and, where appropriate, those for selected Eastern

European ethnic groups. On the whole, these comparisons show the

Ukrainian-Americans approximating U.S. trends on many characteristics, certainly
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by the third generation; on some measures, such as home ownership and school

enrollment, they are ahead of the general population; on others, e.g., fertility or

occupational ranking, they appear to be catching up.

Thus the statistics would seem to support the impression that Ukrainians as a

group are slowly but surely undergoing integration into the socioeconomic fabric of

America. However, to maintain proper perspective one must remember that

statistical summary and analysis, although mandatory as a first step toward under-

standing, cannot replace it. The inherent limitations of quantitative data are recog-

nized by Keely in his brief but seminal discussion: “Ukrainian-Americans ... are

becoming harder to distinguish as a group from other Americans if one relies on

demographic and socioeconomic measures [alone].” Fortunately, both he himself

and Isajiw complement the statistical conclusions by calling attention to the

meaning behind the figures and by offering sociological reflections on the major

trends. (They are also the only ones who actually address themselves to the prob-

lem of national identity and thus justify the use of that phrase in the volume’s title).

Keely not only places the question of ethnic group survival for American

Ukrainians in qualitative context, citing the significance of language, religion, and

irredentist ideology, but points out with rare insight that “the bases of survival are

changing” and suggests that “the greatest resource for continuity [may be] some-

thing not measured by United States censuses. ...” Isajiw, moving with his

customary skill between empirical generalizations and theoretical interpretation,

tries to shed light on the more intriguing findings—some of which, especially the

recurrent theme of socioeconomic gender differentials, raise questions far beyond

the scope of the present study—and also regales us with a sociologically informed

and politically sensitive outline of three stages in the process of Americanization.

Together, their remarks, directly or by implication, suggest some important leads

for qualitative research.

The book’s shortcomings are few and minor compared to its contributions.

There are some misstatements, e.g., “the less assimilated. . .are underrepresented in

the sample” (p. 56); “pressures to intermarry are effective among

Ukrainians” (p. 71); “Being married ... results in less income" (should be: ‘less

income gain’; p. 122; all italics mine). The limitations and potential for distortions

imposed by the nature of mother tongue data have already been mentioned. One

specific instance is the virtual impossibility of interpreting some of the interethnic

comparisons in Chapter VI, owing to the fact that the category “Russians” includes,

as the author himself (foot)notes, “a certain [read: unknown—I.V.Z.] percentage of

Jews.” (As a side effect, the use of the language criterion also produces the

anomaly of using “Yiddish” to refer to an ethnic group). On a different plane, the

authors’ consistent failure to indicate which differences in intergroup comparisons

are statistically significant makes it difficult for the reader to place things in proper

perspective.

On the whole, however. Ethnicity and National Identity handles its data with

expert aplomb. As an example, the chapter on housing, perhaps the least relevant in

enhancing the understanding of ethnicity, still makes satisfying and stimulating
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reading because of the intrinsic sociographic interest of the data and because of its

workmanlike analysis.

From the very beginning, once the weakness of the 1970 statistics is

revealed, the reader’s mind is invaded by the nagging doubt: was it perhaps a

mistake to do this study at this time, and would it not have been better to wait for

the 1980 census, which identifies ethnic affiliation more accurately by using a ques-

tion about ancestry'? The answer can only be a resounding “no.” Wolowyna and his

colleagues only did with the 1970 census what should have been done routinely

after every census, and they are to be commended for venturing the all-important

first step. The thing to do now is to make sure the march continues.

Ihor V. Zielyk

Seton Hall University and

Ukrainian Center for Social Research

PATRICIA HERLIHY. ODESSA: A HISTORY, 1794-1914. Cambridge, Mass.: Har-

vard Ukrainian Research Institute, 1986. ix, 411 pp.

Oflne 3 HaHBa>KJiHBiiiiHx nuTanb icTopii yKpaiHH, npn TOMy ipe

HesagoBijibHO flocnifl>KeHe, pe brjimb iviicbKMX CKynnenb mm BBarani ypOaniaapii

na po3BHTOK yKpai'HCbKoro, floneflaBHa no cyxi cejiHHCbKoro napojty. B
icTopiorpacjDii nanye jtyMKa, ipo Micra, 3 orjiHfly na ix HeyKpaincbKHH

fleMorpa4)iMHHH ra KyjibTypHnn xapaKxep, Mann HeraTHBHUH bojimb na

MogepniaaitiK) yKpaincbKoro napopy. Spaay BunnKae onTannH, noMy Micra b

yKpaiHi craBajiH nn b>kc 6yjin HeyKpaiHCbKHMH caMe b ri nacn. Tyr MacMo na

yBaai nepiop Mi>K inrerpapieK) UenTpajibHOi ra CxiAHo'i yKpaiHH b U,apcbKy

iMoepito B nepmift nojioBHHi XVIII cr. ra SaxiAHboi yKpaiHH b ABcrpincbKy

iMHepiK) Mi>K KinpeM pboro CTOJiirra ra BHdyxoM Tlepmoi CBiroBOi Binnu. Tpe6a

AopaTH, tpo Kinepb pboro nepiogy, Bifl hojiobhhh XIX cr., BiaBHanaBCH

OypxjiHBOio iHAycTpinjiiaapicK) ra ypOaHiaapieto b yKpaini.

npopec BipHy>KeHHH Micr Bip cijibCbKoro aanjiiMun 6yB inaKiitHM y

KO>KHOMy KOHKpeTHOMy BHHaflKy, ajie b aarajibHOMy MO^KHa po3pi3HHTH paa

THHH pboro po3BHTKy. no-Hepute, crapi, icropHuni Micra b UenrpanbHiH,

niBHiuHiH ra BaxiflHin XKpaini, HKi nepipKO BipirpaBajiH BHaHanny pojito b

KHH>KiH ra KoaapbKiH aep>KaBax, MajiH anoBHi yKpaincbKHH xapaKrep a>K po nacy

ix OKynapii pociitcbKHMH mh nojibCbKHMH (aonicna aBcrpiiicbKHMH) BJiacrnMH. B
HOBHx oOcraBHHax bohh Macro nepeMinroBanHca b aflMinicrparHBHi penrpn.

HanjiHB MHHOBHHKiB i3 HapioHaji bHocxH OKynanriB cynpOBOfl>KyBaBCH

iMirpapieto flo pnx Micr piannx ny>KHHpiB, fojiobho CBpeiB ra niMpia, HKi b

Oijibuiocri BHriaAKiB anaxoflUAH co6i raM npapto b npoMHcni h ropriajii. 3 nacoM

pi npumenbpi BHOHxajiH yKpaincbKHx aaroxroHiB na nepeflMicrn mh

Journal of Ukrainian Studies 13, no. 1 (Summer 1988)
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aGcopSyeajiH ix. Hkuj,o neaKi yKpaiHpi h aajiHiiiajiHCfl no MicTax, bohh TBopnjm

HeanaHHy MenmicTb BCboro nacejieHHB.

Oo-Apyre, noxpeSa oGoponn KopAoniB mh MOpcbKoro no6epe>K>KH

U,apcbKOi' iMnepii, HKa npocyBajiaca, Mix inuinM, na niBACHb xa niBAenHHH cxiA

yKpaiHH, BHMaraJia p036yAOBH BinCbKOBHX cfjOpnOCXiB, 6AH3bKO akhx 3foaom

po3BHBaAHCH MicbKi CKynMCHHA. lHAycxpi5iAi3auiH, 30KpeMa B perionax 6araxnx

na MinepajibHi pecypcn, xaKox ncxpeSyaana SiAbuinx po6ixHHHHx ocepeAKia,

HKi 3roAOM nepepocxaAH b MicbKi noceAennH. Bncxannxb araAaxn xaKi Micxa

nepmoi rpynn hk OACca, Xepcon xa MnKOAaiB mh Micxa Apyroi rpynH hk

CAHcaaexrpaA (xenep KipoBorpaA), OACKcaHApiBCbK (Sanopixxa),

KaxepMHOCAAB (^HinponexpOBCbK), lOaiBKa (J],OHeubK) xa JlyraHCbK

(BopouiHAOBrpaA). Bci bohh, aacHOBani npn Kinpi 18-ro cx. a6o Ha caMOMy

noMaxKy 19-ro cx., apaay x cxann aaccAFOBaxHCH HeyKpaiHu,5iMH. B Micxax

^OH6acy noccAiOBaAHCH foaobho pociaHH, a b Micxax niBACHHOi YKpaiHH, b

AOAaxKy AO pociHH, piani inuii HapioHaAbHOCxi. JHoBKOAHUiHe ciAbCbKC

HaccACHHA, B ncpCBaxaioMiH 6iAbuiocxi yKpaiHCbKoi HapioHaAbHocxH, Manxe

He 6pano yMacxH b c|)opMyBaHHi u,hx Micx.

Micxo BBaxaAO ce6e bhu^hm y BiAHomeHHi ao ccaa niA ofabaom

KyAbxypHHM xa copiaAbHHM, i ahbhaoch Ha ccahh 3 noropAOio. Bea orAHAy na

xe, BOHO MaAO npHXHXaiOHHH BHAHB HB ciAbCbKC HaCCACHHA. OciAHH B Micxi

yKpaiHCbKHH ccAAHHH CKopo AeHapioHaAiayBaBCA, 6o b hofo poayMinni pe

oanaMaAO copiAAbne niABHui,eHHA. BaxAHBOfo nepeBaroK) xHxcAia Micxa hba

ceAOM 6yAa Kpauj,a ocaixa, ak xbkox GiAbui MOACpni BMiAOCxi aaa c|3a6pHMHoi

MH xoproBeAbHOi npapi. He ahbho, u;o noAixHMHi nparHeHHA yKpa'mcbKoro

HapoAy, ciAbCbKoro aa cbockd cxpyKxypoio xa MeHxaAbHicxio, aoKpeMa b

KpHXHMHi 1917-20 poKH, He anaHuiAH apoayMiHHA mh hIaxphmkh a 6oKy MicbKoro

HaceAeHHA. HaanaKH, Micxa xoAi bhabhahca BopoxHMH ao cboix ciAbCbKHx

cyciAia.

U,e BiAHomcHHA b aaraAbHOMy aaAHUiHAOCA xakhm cbmhm i Aoxenep.

Oxxe MoxHa aanponoHyaaxH rinoxeay, lao aacaAHHMi xcHACHpii, AKi

BH3HaMaiOXb BiAHOLUCHHA Mix MicXOM XA CCAOM B YKpaiHi, £ CHAbHiuii H

XpHBaAimi, Hix 3MiHH B COpiAAbHO-eKOHOMiMHin CHCXeMi KpaiHH, CnpHMHHCHi

peBOAHDJAieio. ToMy bhbmchha nepeApeaoAiopiHHoro AocaiAy e piKaBHM He

xiAbKH B icxopHMHOMy acHeKxi. AnaAiaa xoAiuinix aiAHOCHH xakox aaxAHBa aaa

apoayMiHHA cyMacHOi CHxyapii xa, b AKincb Mipi, Moxe 6yxn KAiOMeM ao

nepeAOaMeHHA AaAbuioro poaanxKy.

BiAHOCHHH Mix MicXOM i ceAOM MOXHa BHBMaXH CyMapHO aaa BCiei

YKpaiHH. ix MOXHA BHBMaXH XAKOX HA iHAHBiAyAAbHHX HpHKABAaX.

PepenaoBAHa KHHra Oaxpiuji fepAiri, npocfjecopa icxopii Brown University xa

AOBroAixHboro nayKOBoro cniapoOixHHKa YKpaiHCbKoro nayKOBoro incxHxyxy

npH PapBapACbKOMy ynisepcHxexi, npo npaBAonoAiSno HanSiAbiu piKaae xa

BiAOMe B CBixi Micxo YKpaiHH, OACcy, AKpaa abaaexbca anaMCHHXHM MaxepiAAOM

AAA cxyAin pnx BiAHOCHH. Tpe6a apaay niAKpecAHXH, ui,o piAAio FepAiri ne 6yAO

BiAHoaicxH OeanocepeAHbo na BHipe nocxaBAene hamh hhxahha. Aaxop
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nocraBHjia nepefl co6ok) aaenaHHa npeacxaBHTH He Ay)«e to aoBry, ajie aaxe

HeaBHMaHHO piKaBy xa pisHOMaHixHy icxopiio OpecH mi>k poKaMH 1794 xa 1914

(oc|)ipiHHa flaxa sacnyBaHHa 1795 p.) y Bcix n acneKxax. LI,k) icxopiK) MHxaexbca

3 SeanepepBHHM aapiKaBjieHHHM.

BHacjiiflOK ycniuiHHx bImh KaxepMHH II 3 TypepbKoio nopxoK), PocIh

onaHyBajia Bce niBHiqHe xa cxiane no6epe>ic«H HopHoro Mopa, BKanDMHO 3

A30BCbKHM MOpeM Xa KpHMCbKHM nibOCXpOBOM, Opw KiHpi XVIII CX. P03BHX0K

Mepe>Ki HOBHX 4)opxepb xa npHCxaHeft 6ya HeoSxiaHoio nepeayMOBOK)

noaixHHHOi xa eKOHOMiHHOi' KOHCoaiaapii hobo! aaHMaHipHHH. no6yaoBa OaecH

Ha Micpi xypepbKOi 4)opxepi XaaxHScH 6yaa Ba>KaHBOK) aaHKOio b pift noaixHpi.

CbIh noHaxKOBHH cf)eHOMeHaabHHH picx aaBaHHye Oaeca HH3pi cnpHHxaHBHx

hhhhhkIb. OaHHM i3 HHx, 6c3 cyMHiBy, 6yao ipacxa OaecH, ipo n aoaeio na

noHaxKy, hk i nianime, KepyaaaH xaKi xaaanoBHxi aioaH, bk ecnanepb-ipasiHaepb

Hoch(|3 ae Pi6ac, cjjpanpyaH KHH3b Apivian Pimeabe xa rpa4> OacKcanaep

JlHHMcepoH, pociaHH KH33b MHxaAao BoponpoB, rpacjj OaeKcanaep CxporanoB

xa renepaa IlaBao KopeSy. J],aabme, MexoK) papcbKoro ypaay 6yao 3po6HXH

Oaecy xoproBeabHHM pcHxpoM i xoMy oroaomcHHH i'l BiabHHM mIcxom

(3BiabHeHHa Bia MHxa npH eKcnopxi xa iMnopxi) b 1817 p., hk xbrojk piani

cyScHaii aaa poaSyaoBH Micxa, 6yaH HaaaBHaaHHo BaacaHBHMH b noHaxKOBiH

cxaaii'. SBHHaHHO, BHpimaabHHM cJjaKXopoM, hkhh aaSeaneayBaB cKOHOMiHHHH

ycnix OaecH, 6yaa ypoacaHHicxb Horo cyxonyxHboro aaniaaa. niBaenna

YKpaiHa, hh aa xoaimHbOfO ocJ^ipiHHOK) naaBOio “HoBopocia”, 6yaa bhmpIhhhm

perioHOM aaa bchkoi dabCbKorocnoaapcbKoi' aiaabHocxH: BHnacy OBepb xa

xyao6H, npoayKpii pianoro poay aepna, aoKpcMa caaBHoaBicHoi na piaHH cbIx

yKpai’HCbKOi' nmenHpi, xa BMpoipyBanna obohIb xa apHHH. Bce pe MCKaao na

MOJKaHBOCxi BHBoay Ha phhkh Saxianboi' EaponH. PoaOyaoBa OaecH aaaa caivie

xaKi Moa<aHBOcxi. OoMixHHM HeaoMaraHHHM y pin KapxHHi 6yaH xpyanoipi a

xpaHcnopxoM. PIpH BiacyxHocxi BHriaHHx piaoK xa KanaaiB eaHHHM aaco6oM

xpaHcnopxy ciabCbKorocnoaapcbKHx npoayKxiB 6yaH MyMaKM. OanaK, aepea

HeaocxaxoK 6hxhx uiaaxiB, pen cepeaHHK 6ya BianocHO aoporHH xa He aaB>KaH

neBHHH.

XapaKxepHOK) oanaKoio OaecH 6ya GaraxonapioHaabHHH xapaKxep iT

HaceacHHa. Ha noHaxKax i'l MeuiKanpaMH cxaaaaH He xiabKH BHxoapi a iHuiHx

HacxHH iMnepii’, aae xaKoac rpcKH, ixaaiHpi, eBpei’, cjapanpyan, xypKH, piani

niBaeHHO-caoB’ancbKi HapionaabHocxi xa inuii eaeMCHXH. Koan na noMaxKy

icxopii Micxa roaoBHy poaio y Bcix acncKxax Horo copiaabHoro a<Hxxa

BiairpaaaaH rpcKH, a nacoM BnaHB eapeiB aSiabujHBca Henponoppiftno ao ix

HHcacHHOCXH. BiaoMO, ipo CMirpaHXH BiaaHaaaioxbca 6iabmoK)

nianpHeMaHBicxK), npapbOBHxicxK) xa BiaBaroK) niac ociae Haceaenna. B
aoaaxKy ao pax npHKMex, hob! MeuiKanpi OaecH npHHecaH ai co6ok) anaHHa

xopriBai xa. b MCHuiiH Mipi, npoMHcay. TaKHH xapaKxep bohh ayMiaH naaaxH

HOBOMy Micxy, aKC b aya<e KopoxKOMy aaci cxaao apyrwM nicaa Cb. Hexep6ypry
KOMeppiHHHM nopxoM iMnepii. iMirpapia ne oSMOKyaaaaca ao OaecH; aeaki ai

araaaHHx HapioHaabHocxeft, aaoxoayBani papcbKHM ypaaoM, noceafOBaanca na
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po3JiorHx CTenax niBACHHOi yKpaiHH. Tyx MaeMO Ha yeaai HiMpis (MeHOHixiB) xa

HiMepbKHx lUBaHuapiB, bkI nocejiioBajiHCH KOMnaKXHO b x.3b. KOiiOHiax,

cypijibHO i30Jib0BaHHx Bifl MicpeBoro HacejicHHa, xa aaiiMajiHCH nepcBa»cHO

BHCOKOnponyKXHBHHM xjii6opo6cxBOM

.

Picx OflecH 3a pefl nepioa He BiflSyBaBca 6e3 nepeGoi'B; SyBajiH h noBaxHi

3aHenaflH. HanojieoniBCbKa Biftna xa KOHXHHCHxajibHa 6jibOKana cxpHMajiH peft

picx Ha HKHHCb Mac. J],o pboro MO^cna ^o^axH npHpoflni HeipacxH, hk enifleMii xa

cijibCbKorocnoaapcbKi HCBpo^cai BHacjiiflOK nocyxH hh capanni. npo6jieMH 3

nepenjiHBOM Hepe3 ^apaaHejibCbKy npoxoKy, npHHaHMHi ao 1828 p., xaKO*;

MacaMH noBa)«HO yxpyuHfOBajin bhb13 3epna 3 OaecH ao nopxia Saxianboi

EBpoHH. Bee >K, picx OaecH b xoh nac 6ya Ghcxphh; nanpHKJiaa, i'i Haceaenna

Siabui Hi>K noxpoiaocH Mia< 1815 i 1861 pp., 3 35 ao 116 xhchh.

P03BHX0K OaecH 3a Hac Mi>K noaoBHHOK) XIX cxoaixxa xa 1914 p. ne 6yB

xaKHH 6aHCKyMHH, HK nia nac nonepeanboro nepioay. BoaoaiaoM 6yaa

KpHMCbKa BiiiHa xa, ao aKoicb MipH, oaHH 3 fi nacaiaKia — eMancHnapia

KpinaKiB. YnacaiaoK bochhhx noaiw, Oaeca 6yaa xHMaacoBO aiaxaxa aia CBOi'x

pHHKiB y Saxianift Eaponi. IlporaaHHy, cnpHMHHCHy HeaocxaqeK) yKpai'HCbKoi

nmcHHpi, paao aanoBHHaH CnoayMCHi llIxaxH cboimh 36iabuieHHMH aoexaBaMH.

BiaBOFOBaxH pi pHHKH nicaa BiHHH 6yao B>Ke he aexKo, naaixb aaa aocBiaMeHHx

oaecbKHx KynpiB. EMancHnapia KpinaKia cnpHMHHHaa noaopoa^inna

xai6opo6cbKoro yriaaa xa po6oHoi CHaH i, anacaiaoK pboro, Bciei

ciabCbKorocnoaapcbKOi npoayKpii. Xoaa h noGyaoBano 3aai3HHHHH maax Mi>K

OaecoK) xa IIoaiaaaM i BecapaGieio, aonaHB aepna ao oaecbKoro nopxy

3aaHuiHBca BianocHO HeaocxaxHiM. Bnaia yKpai'HCbKoro aGiacaca cxaaaa

HeneBHHM xaKoac aepea aacxi cxpaHKH nopxoBHx poGixHHKia. IlopxoBi cnopyaH

BHMaraaH penoBapii. BKinpi, 3 1857 p. Oaeca BxpaxHaa cxaxyc BiabHoi npHcxani.

B cBixi, penyxapia OaecH anaHHO noripuiHaaca nicaa norpoMiB npoxH CBpeiB (ao

peni, niaGypcHHx MicpeBHMH xpeKaMH, aKi nporpaBaan b CKOHOMinHiH

KOHKypeHpii 3 CBpeaMH). 3picx xopriBai OaecH 3 J],aaeKHM CxoaoM nicaa

BiaKpnxxa CyepbKoro Kanaay ne b cnai GyB KOMnencyBaxH aanenaa xopriBai 3i

SaxiaHbOK) EaponoK). !^nxxa cxaaaao xaacnnM aaa oaecnxiB.

P03BHXOK npOMHcaoBOCXH Mir Gn GyB aacxynnxn BianoennH aanenaa

xopriBai b eKOHOMinnoMy acnxxi Oaecn. Oanane npOMHcaoBicxb, xiGa aa

BHHaxKOM xapnoBOi npoMHcaoBocxn, ne ananmaa xaM xaKHx aoriannx yMOB aaa

po3BHXKy, aK aoBHiniHa xopriaaa. OepeayciM b Oaeci noexinno BianyBaaaca

oGMea-cenicxb BoaH. JI,a<epeaa eneprii, aoKpcMa aonGacbKoro Byriaaa, Gyan

poBMimeni aaaaacKO 3 CKOHOMiHHHx MipKyBanb. BaacHHKH narpOMaaaccHHx y

xopriBai xa GaHKiBHnpxBi KanixaaiB nepaao inaeexyBaan ix y npoMHcaoBi

nianpHCMCXBa. XapaKxep Haceaenna GyB xaKoa< BaacanBHM. EpepbKi, a aroaoM

CBpeHCbKi nianpncMpi Gyan anaMeHHXHMH b xopriBai; ix aaiGnoexi ao

npoMMcaoBOi aKXHBHOCxn xa aapiKaBaenna neio Gyan Bace ananHO caaGuii.

Cxnab acHxxa oaecnxiB aaai npoaoB>KyBaB Gyxn KOCMonoaixaabHHM xa

CBoGiaHHM, i paanie naraayaaB 3axiaHK) Eapony, nia< penixy iMnepii. Micxo, aK

3aB>Kan, MapyBaao npHia<aa<Hx cboim npCKpacHHM reorpac})iMHHM noaoxennaM.
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Oaeca nHiuajiacfl nyaoBHMH SyaHHKaMH h naaaxaMH, mwpoKHMH ByjiHuaMH,

BCJIHKHMH 6i6jliOTeKaMH, AOGpHMH piSHOMOBHHMH UIKOJiaMH (XOM HC 6yjlO Hi

oaHoi yKpaiHOMOBHOi), rapHMM xeaxpoM, caaBHoio Ha bccb cbIx onepoK).

HeaapMa Oaecy 3BaaH MaaHM llapH>KeM, niBacHHOio FlaabMipoK), Jl,pyrHM

OexepSyproM i noaiSnHMH iMcnaMH. Oanax eKOHOMinna Saaa OaecH cxanajia

Bce Sijibui KpHXKOK). HeMO)«aHBO nepea6aHHXH, hk 6yao 6 posBHHyaoca iT

>KHxx5i, KoaH 6 He BHdyxaa BiHHa.

Tenep noBepniMocH ao nocxaBaenoro BHbae HHxaHHa, mo cniabHoro Maaa

Oaeca 3 yKpai'HCXBOM? Hpo pe Moa<Ha bhpoShxh co6i noraaa wa niacxaBi

SaraxcxBa Maxepiaay npo aaraabHHH po3BHxoK OaecH, hkhh noaae Fepairi b

CBOiH KHH3i. ABXOp, aO pCHi, 3aB3HXO CXapaeXbCH nOB’H3aXH icxopiK) OaeCH 3

icxopieio YKpaiHH, KoaH, nanpHKaaa, CKpi3b B>KHBae xepMiny “OiBaenHa

YKpaiHa” xa noaae na3BH MicpeBOCxeii xa oco6aHBOCxeH, BaacaHBHx aaa pboro

Micxa, B yKpaiHCbKiH xpaHcaixepapii. L],e npaBHabHO 3 (J)opMaabHoro 6oKy, aae,

Bce ac xaKH, pe BHxaaaae HKOcb uixynno. Ani xaKi na3BH xoai ne icnyBaan, ani

xi aioan ne MaaH niaKoro BiaHonieHHa ao xoaimHboro yKpaincxBa h naneBHo

rapane 3anepenyBaaH 6 hoxo. Fepairi naaixb BianaHuiaa pyaHMenxapni BHaBH

HapioHaabHOi' CBiaoMOCXH cepea HenncaeHHHx oaecbKHx yKpainpiB. UlKoaa, uj,o

BOHa He npoanaaiayBaaa BaroMoro BKaaay b eKOHOMinny h Kyabxypny

po36yaoBy Micxa cnpaBacnix yKpainpiB — poann CHMHpcHKiB xa MxHCHKiB.

(YKpaiHpi cxaHOBHaH 5.6 Biac. BCboro Haceaenna OaecH b 1897 p.; oanane,

cyaaHH no npiaBHmax, ix 6yao MaSyxb Oiabuie.) LI,i aexaai aa< niaK ne

aaKpwBaioxb (|)aKxy, mo Oaeca ne Maaa HinoricinbKO cniabHoro 3 yKpamcxBOM

B anaai30BaH0My nepioai. Bona cayacHaa anme xpaH3HXHHM penxpoM aaa

nepenpoaaacy npoayKxia ii ciabCbKoro, b BeaHKin 6iabuiocxi yKpaincbKoro,

aaniaaa.

Oaeca, aK xpaH3HXHHH penxp i nocepeaHHK y BHBoai piabHHHHx

npoayKxiB, 6yaa 6ea cyMniay ayace BaacaHBOK) aaa CKOHOMiKH ceaa niaaenno-

aaxiaHboi YKpaiHH xa B3araai aaa po3BHXKy Bciei yKpamcbKOi CKOHOMiKH.

Poanoaia npapi Miac oaecbKHMH KynpaMH i nocepeaHHKaMH xa nepesaacHO

yKpaiHCbKHMH ceaanaMH, poayMiexbca, ne 6ya BHaaoM aabxpyiaMy pHx nepuiHx.

HaanaKH, 3 oraaay na ixHe, ao neanoi MipH, MOHonoaicxHHHe cxanoBHme, pi

nianpHCMpi naacHBaaHca aoSpHMH 3api6KaMH kouixom ceaaHHHa. HcMae niaKHx

n03HaK, mo BOHH aKHMCb HHHOM pCBaHUiyBaaMCa CBOIM CKOHOMiHHHM
napxHcpaM aa pi 3hckh. Hk mh 6anHaH, Koan aaiimaa noxpeSa, oaecbKi

(JiiHaHCHCXH He aaxoxiaH inaecxyBaxH CBoi KanixaaH b npoMHcaoai nianpHeMCxaa

HH xo b caMiii Oaeci hh b li oKoanpax. Bohh paauie BHaaaaaH pi KanixaaH na

p03KiuiHe acHxxa aa rpaHHpeio a6o b xin xbkh Oaeci, na naaaxH, Kouixoani

MaraaHHH mh Kyabxypni ycxanoBH. He BHKaiOMeHO, mo bohh insecxyBaan cboi

KanixaaH aaKopaoHOM hh b inuinx nacxHHax iMnepii. Oanane, KopncxH

yKpaiHCbKOMy ceaaHHHoai 3 xoro ne 6yao acoanoi. Oaeca 6yaa

CKCxpaxepHxopiaabHOK) cyxnicxfo na yKpaiHCbKin acMai. OaecHx ne anaa mobh
CBOix ciabCbKHx cyciaia, aoaa aKHx ne piKaanaa Horo. Hapionaabni npoSacMH
PHX aioacH aaa oaecHxa naBixb ne icnyBaan. 111,0 CHxyapia nia phm oraaaoM ne
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3MiHHjiacH 3a panHHCbKHx Made, bhaho 3 HCAasHboro flocBdy oahhx rypHcxiB.

KoJIH BOHH P03M0BAHAH Mi»C C060IO nO-yKpaiHCbKOMy B OflHOMy 3 OAeCbKHX

pecTopaniB, o(|)iu,iBHT ix cnHxaB, hkc xenep >khxxb b HexocAOBaMMHHi, 6o bIh

noHyB IX “HecbKy” MOBy.

3p03yMiHHH BIAHOCHH Mi»C MicXOM i C6AOM y lliBAeHHiH YKpaiHi nepCA

peBOAK)u,ieK) Ha npHKAafli OaecH — 6e3 cyMHiay CKpaHHiM npHKAaaoM — KHHxa

FepAiri e HeopiHCHHHM A^epcAOM. Aac, hk CKaaaHo, aHaAiaa piei’ npoGACMH He

6yAa roAOBHOK) Mexoio aBxopa. Bona xoxiAa noAaxH b nepmy nepry icxopiio

pboro Micxa y Bdx u BHMipax. U,e aaBAaHHA Bona BHKonaAa SAHCKyne. KHHxa

AyA<e AOKAaAHO AOCAiA>KeHa; npaBAonoAiSno, >KOAHe riAHe yaarH AA<epeAO, u;o

BiAHOCHXbCA AO Oacch, h6 3aAHuiHAOca H03a yBaroK) PepAiri. B KHH3i MOA<Ha

3HaHXH AOKAaAHy anaAiay noAixHHHHx, copiaAbHHx, CKOHOMiMHHx xa

KyAbxypHHx bIahochh y pbOMy Micxi b AOCAiAA<yBaHOMy nepioAi. BoKpexia aaxop

HAACXHMHO HpcAoxaBAAG HOAO^KCHHA, apxixcKxypy xa reoFpa(^iHHe aobkIaaa

OaCCH. 111,06 BHACHHXH p03BHX0K OaCCH, BOHa XaKOA< AOKAaAHiuiC 3yHHHAeXbCA

HaA icxopieK) Bdei niBACHHOi' yKpai'HH. npoc|)ecop FepAiri ne xIabkh e

BHUIKOAeHHM Xa AOCBiAHCHHM icXOpHKOM, aAC MAE AAp 0>KHBAeH0r0 BHKAAAy.

ToMy KHH>KKa MHxaexbCA He3BHMaHHO AexKO. PoayMiexbCA, i xyx moacha bhahxh

ACAK i HeAOXArHCHHA. XoxiAOCA 6 OaMHXH CXaXHCXHKy 6iAbUJ CHCXeMaXHHHO

npeACxaBACHy; 6paKye onncy po3BHXKy xa BHAHBy OAecbKoro yniBepcHxexy;

piKABO, HH OAecbKi niAnpHEMpi iHBecxyBAAH cboi KanixaAH aaKopAOHOM; mo xo

6yB 3a CniAbHHH peBOAK)piHHHH HOAbCbKO-yKpai'HCbKHH KOMixex y 1861 p. (cx.

283 )? MoA<Ha 6 AOAaxH h inmi no6aAcaHHA. OAHane, pi HeanaMHi HCAOAiKH ne

aMCHHiyiOXb BCAHKOi BapXOCXH KHHFH.

PepeH30BAHa npapa e ne xIabkh anaHHHM npo(|5eciHHHM ycnixoM aaxopa,

aAe H, npaBAonoAi6HO, Aoxenep HaHKpamHM, BcecxoponniM AA<epeAOM 3hahha

npo OAecy. SAaEXbca, ne CKopo moxha 6yAC iT nepeBepuiHXH. BKinpi mokha
BHCAOBHXH HAAifO, ipO aHAHAyXbCA M inuii AOCaIaHHKH, AkI niAyXb UIAAXOM

Flaxpimi FepAiFi h HanHiuyxb MOHOFpacJjii noAi6Hoi' akocxh npo inmi Micxa

yKpaiHH.

Ibah C. KoponepbKHH

Temple University
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